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The Pacific booms in front. Westward is Point Pinos, with the lighthouse in a wilderness 

of sand, where you will find the lighthouse keeper playing the piano, making models and 

bows and arrows, studying dawn and sunrise in amateur oil painting, and with a dozen 

other elegant pursuits and interests to surpass his brave, old-country rival. To the east, 

and still nearer, you will come upon a space of open down, a hamlet, a haven among 

rocks, a world of surge and screaming seagulls. Such scenes are very similar to different 

climates; they appear homely to the eyes of all; to me this was like a dozen spots in 

Scotland. And yet the boats that ride in the haven are of strange outlandish design; and, if 

you walk into the hamlet, you will behold costumes and faces and hear a tongue that are 

unfamiliar to the memory. The joss-stick bums, the opium pipe is smoked, the floors are 

strewn with strips of colored paper- prayers, you would say, that had somehow missed 

their destination - and a man guiding his upright pencil from right to left across the sheet, 

writes home the news of Monterey to the Celestial Empire. 

Stevenson, The Old Pacific Capitol 
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INTRODUCTION 

Robert Louis Stevenson penned the above words in 1879 while struggling with his 

writing in California. Four years earlier, in 1875, the area he described began the 

transformation from a small Chinese fishing village to a religious retreat and family 

campground, and eventually to the town of Pacific Grove. The route, however, was not 

an easy one. Numerous factors including religious organizations, location, luck, real estate 

speculation and the Southern Pacific Railroad all played important roles in determining the 

course of what is now known as Pacific Grove. 

The myth of Pacific Grove is that of a unique past -- a utopian community still a 

point of pride among the town's citizens. I hope to show that upon closer inspection, 

Pacific Grove is a typical Western community and its growth representative of the region. 

Boosterism and capitalism guided the town from its beginnings and provided a lasting 

foundation to build upon. The story, however, is not black and white. Accomodation 

between speculative and utopian interests allowed both to profit, in their own ways, from 

the venture. 

The evolution of Pacific Grove is not simply the story of a small coastal town. By 

studying the interplay between forces often theoretically at odds with each other, most 

notably the Methodist Church and real estate speculators, we are able to place Pacific 

Grove within the paradigm of what is known as "the New Western History." Focusing on 

the power of the railroad and the values of the Methodist Church as the primary 

instruments of change is essentially a rejection of Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier 

thesis. 

Since its first appearance in 1893 at the ''World's Colombian Exposition" in Chicago, 

Turner's paper ''The Significance of the Frontier in American History" has been one of the 

most discussed, analyzed, and debated works on America's historical landscape. His work 
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was accorded significance because it attempted to use the western frontier to explain what 

it meant to be American. 1 According to Turner, "The existence of an area of free land, its 

continuous recession, and the advance of American settlement westward, explains 

American development. "2 He also argued that western development came about in 

orderly stages. Trapping came first, then ranching, then agriculture, and finally, cities and 

manufacturing. Subsequent analyses, however, have shown a variety of problems with 

Turner's thesis. His story excludes a wide range of participants that helped make the 

West what it was. Native Americans, Chinese, blacks, women, the federal government, 

railroads, large corporations, and boosters among others have no place in Turner's model. 

He presents the West as a process rather than a place and its '1aming" as a smooth and 

inevitable process. Recent (and not so recent) analysis of the subject paints a different 

picture entirely. 

In The American West: An Interpretive History, Robert V. Hine describes the West 

as an ''inadequacy of individualism", where the lonely person stands aside and lets groups, 

such as corporations, take over most of the decision making processes. The isolated soul 

then is drawn into these groups as a way to combat the lonliness of the frontier. 3 Hine's 

portrait of the typical Western pioneer is a far cry from Turner's rugged individualist. 

1 John Mack Faragher, ed., Rereading Frederick Jackson Turner: "The 
Significance of the Frontier Thesis in American History" and Other Essays (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1994), 241. 

2 Frederick Jackson Turner, ''The Significance of the Frontier Thesis in American 
History" (1893)~ quoted in The Annual Report of the American Historical Association for 
the Year 1893 (Washington, 1894)~ quoted in Faragher, Rereading Frederick Jackson 
Turner, 31 . 

3 Robert V. Hine, The American West: An Interpretive History, 2d ed. (Boston: 
Little, Brown, 1984), v-vi. 
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Writing around the same time as Hine, Michael Malone laments Western historians 

initial reluctance to take up newer methodologies first introduced in the 1970's--

especially computerized quantification and the "new political" and "new economic" 

histories that apply to it.4 However, if they were slow to use these methods at first, 

during the 1980's, historians of the West adopted them with vigor and as a means of 

refuting earlier interpretations. 

Patricia Limerick is one of the foremost ''New Western Historians" that have taken 

issue with Turner's frontier thesis. In The Legacy of Conquest, Limerick explores a 

number of themes once taken for granted in the study of the West, and looks at them from 

a variety of viewpoints. She argues that while Turner saw the western frontier as a 

process of development that came to a definitive end with the closing of the frontier in 

1890, the reality is that continuity between the East and West and over time is a much 

better way of understanding its evolution.5 She also discounts Turner's idea that the 

frontier was essentially the province of the rugged individual who claimed the land as his 

own, who through the sweat of his brow was able to shed his dependency on the East and 

on any man other than himself Instead she argues that the federal government, corporate 

entities, and the rapid growth of cities placed the individual within the larger, 

interdependent framework of the West.6 

4 Michael Malone, ed. Historians and the American West (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1983),-10. 

5 Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the 
American West (New York: Norton Press, 1988), 26. 

6 Ibid., 21. 
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''New Western Historians" have also argued that instead of cities marking the end of 

the frontier (as proposed by Turner), cities and rural areas grew together and were closely 

related. In William Cronon's words, the frontier ''far from being an isolated rural society, 

was in fact the expanding edge of the booster's urban empire. "7 By inticing wealthy 

investors with guarantees of profits, the booster was in many cases able to turn urban 

predictions of growth into reality. 

In "All Hands Have Gone Downtown" Robert Phelps states that urban places in the 

West appear from the need of a disperssed population to meet in a central location in 

order to more easily engage in trade. He goes on to say that these "central places do not 

exist in isolation, but rather develop in symbiotic relation with other central places." and 

that "Together, these relations form business systems." Phelps also argues that during the 

Spanish and Mexican periods, "California's first urban centers were handicapped by their 

relative isolation from one another and the outside world ... . "8 

California's geography and diverse mix of cultures and races has, from very early on, 

made its development, in many ways, distinctly unique. But, according to John Walton, 

much of the state's history has been written by mythmakers.9 In The Mythic West in 

Twentieth-Century America, Robert G. Athearn expands on this theory by relating the 

experiences of travelers coming west hoping to find "a land of cowboys, gunslingers, and 

7 William Cronon, Nature's Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (New York: 
W.W. Norton, 1992), 51. 

8 Robert Phelps, "'All hands have gone downtown:' Urban Places in Gold Rush 
California" in Kevin Starr and Richard J. Orsi, eds. Rooted in Barbarous Soil: People, 
Culture, and Community in Gold Rush California, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University 
of California Press, 2000), 119. 

9 John Walton, Storied Land: Community and Memory in Monterey, (Berkeley 
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2001 ), xvi. 
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'red' Indians - only to be disappointed when they found black broadcloth suits, real-estate 

agents, tramways, and gaslit streets."IO 

Many of the theories posited by Turner and reworked by Limerick and other 

historians are found within the story of Pacific Grove. From its inception in 1875, to the 

tum of the century, the changing attitudes and practices within the community are best 

examined by breaking up the discussion into three time periods. Of course, changes were 

often gradual and the risk of falling into Turner's trap of oversimplifYing cause and effect 

and presenting a distorted view of the subject at hand must be avoided. It is my hope that 

by breaking up the discussion thusly, the reader will be able to better understand the 

undercurrent of thought and change that constantly flowed in Pacific Grove during the 

years under observation. 

Pacific Grove's first period, the religious stage, began in 1873 when the idea of a 

Christian seaside resort was first discussed at the annual Methodist meeting in San 

Francisco. The idea of a resort led to the formation of the Pacific Grove Retreat 

Association (P.G.R.A.) which quickly entered into discussions over land with David Jacks, 

a wealthy Monterey landowner and perhaps the most important figure in the entire 

enterprise. This period also includes the first few years of the campground, what was 

needed and the logistics behind undertaking such a venture. During these early years, the 

Grove was a summer resort with only one or two families staying on throughout winter. 

These were by far the most idealistic years and by looking at the ideas and attitudes of the 

early (white) inhabitants we are better able to understand how the Methodist leaders dealt 

with future developments largely outside of their control. 

10 Robert G. Athearn, The Mythic West in Twentieth-Century America, 
(Lawrence: Univ. Press ofKansas, 1986), 17. 
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The second period, the commercial stage, began in 1880, when Jacks sold his 

remaining interest in the Grove to the Pacific Improvement Company (P.I.C.) --a branch 

of the Big Four railroad magnates. In 1879 and 1880 the P.I.C. purchased large sections 

of land around Monterey Bay, forever changing the social and political landscape of not 

only the town but the county as well. Much of this section will deal with the relationship 

between the P.I.C. and the P.G.R.A. Here the townspeople witnessed the shift from a 

mostly religious settlement to one more concerned with commercial interests. The town 

also experienced significant growth in the number of houses and graded streets as well as 

the introduction of a year round business section. 

The final period starts in 1889 with the incorporation ofPacific Grove as a city. The 

relationship between the P.I.C. and P.G.R.A. is still of major importance in understanding 

this era. Although in becoming an actual city, it appears that the townspeople began to 

think of Pacific Grove less as a retreat and more as a permanent residential site. Real 

estate businesses, while present before, came into their own during this decade as well. 

This brings Pacific Grove to the tum of the century, a good ending point because it is the 

first year the census bureau has data dealing with Pacific Grove on its own . 11 The final 

section of this paper then will also involve an interpretation of the 1900 census aimed at 

providing insight into the mostly married, older, and still religious community ofPacific 

Grove. 

The following pages will shed some light on the development of a small town on the 

central coast of California that while unique in its own right is representative of a much 

wider story. Like much of the West, Pacific Grove began as a utopian society, in this case 

11 The 1890 census should be the first year of data on Pacific Grove as an 
incorporated town. Unfortunately it was destroyed in a fire and is unavailable for 
interpretation. 
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one based largely on religion. Ultimately, however, while capitalism built the community, 

the interplay between religion and real estate speculation produced a vibrant town largely 

at peace in both worlds. 

From a Native American haven to its present billing as "America's Last Hometown," 

the area known as Pacific Grove has gone through dramatic changes. And yet, in many 

ways, it has remained the same. Waves lap at its beaches and crash into the rocks fronting 

its coastline as they have since the dawn of man. Pine trees provide the same shade for 

woodland creatures that they always have. The sun still peeks out of the clouds to shine 

its rays on the area that many have known and loved. But it is not the constants that will 

be dealt with here, rather the external forces not native to the land but in many ways as 

much a part of it as the ocean or the trees. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PACIFIC GROVE BEFORE PACIFIC GROVE 

Before settling into the story of Pacific Grove's formation it is necessary to trace the 

history of the area itself-- especially that of Monterey, its neighbor to the east. Despite 

very different origins, the two towns are closely related. Lucy Neely McLane said that 

''Pacific Grove is because Monterey was."12 There is little doubt as to the validity of this 

statement. Any talk of Pacific Grove's history without first describing Monterey would be 

incomplete. A brief history of the area's earlier inhabitants, from the Native American 

through the Spanish and Mexican periods is also needed to gain a better understanding of 

the region's development. 

The Native American Period 

The most important factor in the development of the area is the geography; and 

especially its close proximity to what is now known as Monterey Bay. The first Native 

Americans who ventured into the area must have been in awe of the clear, easily navigable 

waters brimming with fish and other sea life. The moderate year round climate and 

pristine forests as well as numerous rivers providing fresh water were no doubt further 

inducements for natives to make the area home. The coastal area between San Francisco 

and Point Sur contained about forty different groups of Indians that collectively became 

12 Lucy Neely McLane, A Piney Paradise: By Monterey Bay (San Francisco: 
Lawton Kennedy, 1952; reprint, Monterey: Herald Printers, 1975), 11 (page citations are 
to the reprint edition) is a popular history covering Pacific Grove's origins through the 
1950's. She uses anecdotes liberally and does a wonderful job of depicting life in the grove 
over close to a century. Without question this is the most comprehensive work on the 
town to date. 
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known as the Ohlones. Those that made their home on the southern side of Monterey Bay 

came to be known as the Rumsen. 13 

The collection oftriblets known as the Ohlones lived similar lives but were for the 

most part separated from each other due to their lack of a common tongue. On the north 

side of the bay tribes spoke a completely different language than their Monterey neighbors, 

resulting in sporadic interaction between the two. There was, however, an informal 

network among the tribes that centered around seasonal feasts, trading, and gift-giving. 14 

The coastal natives had very few, if any, cases of starvation as the moderate climate 

and ocean provided a variable and ample supply of food sources. Among their staples 

were shellfish, small game such as rabbit and squirrel, fox, deer, various birds, roots, and 

most important of all acorns that were ground into mush by the women of the tribe. While 

the Monterey area natives depended on the ocean for a source of food, they confined their 

boating to the bays, inlets, rivers, and marshes around them. 15 Most of the triblets in the 

area moved around from season to season in order to take advantage of a different crop or 

13 Malcom Margolin, The Ohlone Way: Indian Life in the San Francisco
Monterey Bay Area (Berkeley: Heyday Books, 1978), 1. It should be noted that these are 
the names Europeans used to categorize the various groups, not the names the natives 
called themselves. For a more in depth discussion of how Europeans attempted to classify 
Native American tribes in the west see C. Hart Merriam, Studies of California Indians 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1955), 149-188. 

14 Margolin, 101; and Richard B. Rice, William A. Bullough, and Richard J. Orsi, 
The Elusive Eden: A New History of California, 2nd ed. (multiple locations:McGraw-Hill, 
1996), 31-37; and R.B. Dixon and A.L. Kroeber, ''Linguistic Families of California" 
(1919), 48-54; as seen in Robert F. Heizer and M.A. Whipple eds., The California 
Indians: A Source Book, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 
1971), 105-112. 

15 Margolin, 13-36; and Rice, Bullough and Orsi, 34-39, both offer good, general 
descriptions of the eating habits of California Coastal Indians. 
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game that was available at a given time, although they rarely if ever traveled very far from 

their base camps. These semi-nomadic ways de-emphasized the value of possessions, and 

prevented the building of strong structures or lasting monuments.16 

The central coast Indians were, for the most part, a peaceful people that eschewed 

violence among competing tribes while at the same time viewing their neighbors with a 

wary eye. Marriage was highly valued and it was not unheard of for a prearranged 

marriage to take place between two tribes. Child raising was another important part of 

their lives and the phrase "it takes a village to raise a child" was certainly applicable in the 

Ohlone's case.17 The average life expectancy was around forty years and contagious 

diseases and epidemics were unknown to the coastal Indians. The shamans, usually but 

not always men, were able to set broken bones, induce abortions, use compresses for 

bleeding, make use of herbal remedies, and even perform trepanning - the drilling of a hole 

in the skull to relieve pressure from brain tumors. 18 When a member of the tribe died they 

were either cremated, if it was believed they possessed great power, or simply buried. 19 

Essentially the Native Americans around Monterey Bay were a peaceful people that 

valued generosity and cooperation. They were often busy procuring enough food for 

everyone in the tribe but took time to celebrate and thank the higher powers that blessed 

16 Margolin, 52. 

17 For more information on marriage and social customs among Monterey area 
and California Indians in general, see Margolin, 73-78; Rice Bullough and Orsi, 39-44; 
A.L. Kroeber, '"Elements of Culture in Native California," American Archaeology and 
Ethnology 13 (1922): 260-328; as seen in Heizer and Whipple, The California Indians: A 
Source Book, 3-66. 

18 Margolin, 123-132. 

19 Ibid., 147. 
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them with such bountiful harvests. With such rich sources of food and beautiful weather it 

is no surprise that in 1770, the year Father Junipero Serra arrived, there were estimates 

that place as many as 5,000 Indians on the Monterey Peninsula alone. As is well 

documented, the Native American population in California declined rapidly from this point 

on and by the time Pacific Grove emerged their presence in the area was limited to the 

shards of pottery and random arrowheads found on the coastline. 20 

The Spanish Period 

The first Europeans to visit the area were probably from Juan Cabrillo's expedition, 

which in 1542landed near Pacific Grove but paid little attention to Monterey Bay. Soon 

after, in 1602, the Spanish explorer Sebastian Vizcaiano and his contingent of three ships 

and 200 men named Monterey as a possible location for a port. However, a number of 

long and costly wars prevented the Spaniards from further exploration of Alta California 

for about 150 years.21 The Spanish government worried that Russian fur traders would 

discover the obvious benefits of the area and attempt to colonize it themselves. The 

Spaniards sent three ships, and two land groups headed by Captain Gaspar de Portola, and 

including Father Junipero Serra, north from Baja California. The plan was to convert the 

Native Americans into Christians, set up a presidio and a total of fourteen missions over 

roughly five hundred miles ofland. In May 1770 Father Serra camped at Point Pinos, in 

20 Robert F. Heizer, The Destruction of California Indians (Lincoln: University 
ofNebraska Press, 1993) is a collection of primary sources from 1847-1865 and includes 
chapters on the mistreatment and decline of California Indians; see also S.F. Cook, 
"Conflict Between the California Indian and White Civilization" (1943), as seen in Heizer, 
The Californian Indians: A Source Book, 562-571 . 

2l Augusta Fink, Monterey: The Presence of the Past (San Francisco: Chronicle 
Books, 1972), 20-23. 
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present day Pacific Grove, and by June 3 he had already set up Mission San Carlos 

Borromeo in what is now Carmel. 22 The Spanish government continued to rule Alta 

California for the next fifty years but a number of factors, including wars with France and 

revolution in Latin America, severely limited the number of supply ships and men that 

could be sent to further aide the colonization efforts. Their hold on the land during the 

late 1700's and early 1800's was precarious at best. Finally, on April11, 1822, Mexico 

declared independence from Spain, and a new era in Alta California began. 

The Mexican Period 

Mexico's occupation of the territory was short-lived, and marked by a series of 

revolutions and counter-revolutions from 1829 until eventual American occupation in 

1848. Yet, despite the relatively short time frame, Mexican law and customs had a great 

deal of influence on the area for decades to come. The system by which Mexico dispersed 

land is probably the best example of this influence. Under Mexican law the authority to 

grant land to individuals lay with the governor. The size and dimensions of the grants 

varied greatly and were rarely based on strict surveying techniques like those favored by 

Americans. The careless wording of these land grants made it especially easy for future 

generations of "Americanos" to dispute claims and gain control of vast land holdings.23 

In 1833 Jose Maria Armenta, the "Soldado Invalido" of the Royal Presidio de 

Monterey, was the first claimant to the Punta de los Pinto land grant which covered 

roughly 2,667 acres, including the present day sites of Monterey and Pacific Grove.24 At 

22 Ibid., 30-40. 

23 Ibid., 52-57. 

24 Don Howard, Rancho to Retreat: A Complete Guide to the Pacific Grove 
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the time of the grant the settlement of Monterey was comprised of the presidio and about 

30 houses irregularly patterned around it.25 Armenta died the following year and between 

1834 and 1874 the Punta de los Pinto would be involved in many deed transfers-- some 

legitimate and some fraudulent. 26 Meanwhile, Mexico's political control of California 

came to an end. On February 2, 1848, nine days after gold was first found in the Sierra 

foothills, a peace treaty ended the Mexican American War and ceded California to the 

United States. 

Statehood and the Decline of Monterey 

By 1850 Monterey was one of the most important cities in California. Only three 

years before, the area saw its first newspaper, The Californian, a halfEnglish half Spanish 

periodical debut in Monterey.27 It was no surprise then when the town hosted the first 

California Constitutional Convention and eventually served as the state's first capitol. It 

was a time of great prosperity and dignity for Monterey. While there were no hotels 

(many of the 48 delegates slept outside) and only one restaurant (although more sprung up 

quickly) a one story house on the outskirts of town was selling for the handsome sum of 

$6,000.28 However, Monterey's prestige proved to be short lived. San Francisco and its 

Land Titles 1830-1930, vol. 2. (Monterey: Monterey Peninsula Historiagraphy Press, 
2000), A. 

25 Fink, 67. 

26 Howard, Rancho to Retreat, 3. 

27 Fink, 90-93. 

28 Ibid., 113-119. 
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superior port, proximity to gold mines, and better river access quickly surpassed Monterey 

as the premier California city. Things deteriorated so quickly that by action of the state 

legislature Monterey lost its status as a city in 1853, only 2 years after it was first 

incorporated. 29 It would take the next 50 years for Monterey to begin its second 

ascension to prominence. In the interim, however, a poor economic climate helped to 

produce the man most responsible for making Pacific Grove its neighbor. 

David Jacks 

David Jacks was one of, if not the most important citizen ofMonterey during the 

second half of the 19th century. During his lifetime he held many titles: clerk, minister, 

banker, Treasurer (ofMonterey County), farmer, husband, and father (of seven). Born in 

Scotland in 1822 to devout Presbyterian parents, Jacks crossed the Atlantic at the age of 

19 and after several years in New York, made his way to Monterey on New Year's Day 

1850. He wasted little time making a name for himself around town. By 1851 he was the 

assistant to a successful local businessman and dealt extensively in real estate and money 

loans. He had said that Monterey reminded him of Scotland, and soon after his arrival 

began to buy real estate in the area. By loaning money on property and then foreclosing if 

the owner defaulted on the loan, Jacks was able to acquire large tracts ofland in a 

relatively short time. 

On February 9, 1859, Jacks made his biggest acquisition ofland to date. Along with 

his business partner, D.R. Ashley, he obtained at auction from the city of Monterey, the 

Monterey Pueblo lands, a total of about 30,000 acres, for $1,002.50.30 Many locals 

29 Ibid., 126. 

30 Arthur Eugene Bestor, Jr., David Jacks of Monterey, and Lee L. Jacks, His 
Daughter (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1945), 13 . 
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argued that the land belonged to Monterey County and that no one had the right to sell it. 

Furthermore, some claimed that the auction was not sufficiently publicized and that Jacks 

and Ashley had obtained the land through illegal means. The acquisition created legal 

problems that Jacks would be forced to deal with for the rest of his life. 

In 1877, RobertS. Forbes, on behalfofMonterey, began an attempt to reclaim the 

land for the city. Essentially Forbes acted on his own behalf as he would be entitled to 

half the acreage if the lands reverted back to Monterey.31 It seems odd that Monterey 

would agree to such terms but apparently city trustees felt that Jacks was not utilizing the 

land in the best interest of the county and that any owner would be better than he. 

Here, the muddled question ofland ownership in early California that caused many 

cases to remain in litigation for years is evident. In this instance it wasn't until 1903 that 

the California Supreme Court ruled in favor of Jacks. The Monterey Chamber of 

Commerce responded by stating: 

... this long drawn out litigation has, undoubtedly, done more to retard the growth of 

Monterey than all other circumstances combined, for not only has it prevented the 

possible sale of any part of a large and valuable section ofland in and near the town, 

but it has created abroad the impression that all land titles in Monterey were clouded, 

and that investment here was unsafe. 32 

The law was on Jack's side but for a quarter of a century many Montereyans saw him as 

the man who had slowed the inevitable growth of Monterey. 

31 Ibid., 15. 

32 Monterey New Era, 12 April, 1905~ quoted in Ibid., 15-16. 

'1, ,, 
J 
l, 
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However, Jacks practiced a number of religions over the years, including Methodism, 

and could be generous with his fortune, often making donations to organizations he 

favored with little fanfare or press involved. Numerous cases show his sometimes 

altruistic nature. For instance, Jacks believed greatly in organized religion and donated 

large sums of money to a number of different denominations. 33 He could also be kind to 

those less fortunate than himself As a Methodist clergyman wrote in an 1866 edition of 

the California Christian Advocate. "I strongly suspect that I have distributed more 

money among the unfortunate and the worthy poor for David Jacks, with 'no name given,' 

than your fertile correspondent posesses .... "34 

Jack's proclivity for ruthlessness with one hand and generosity with the other 

resulted in a love-hate relationship with many Monterey County citizens. 35 The 

unpublished notes from Hubert Howe Bancroft's archives portray Jacks as a decent man 

who "came into possession of his estate, on the whole, by fair dealing, .... "36 Honesty 

within the confines of the law should not, however, be mistaken as softness. Jacks was 

without question a calculating businessman who made his riches largely from others' 

misfortunes. 

Whether David Jacks was a good man who tried to help others' at his own expense 

or a scoundrel who feasted on others misfortune was probably debated daily during his 

33 Hubert Howe Bancroft, ''David Jacks" from "Men of the West" Uunpublished 
notes in the Bancroft Library, 18??), 3. 

34 California Christain Advocate (1866)~ quoted in Bestor, David Jacks of 
Monterey,I9. 

35 Bestor, 3-10. 

36 Bancroft, 7. 
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own life. Even today a strong argument could be made for both cases. Most likely Jacks 

was simply an honest but ruthless businessman who took little pity on those he deemed 

lazy but who could be exceedingly generous to those he favored. Whatever the case, 

Jacks was probably the most important figure in the formation of Pacific Grove. His role 

began on December 2, 1864, when he obtained most of the Punta de los Pinos Rancho 

from Darrell Stokes Gregory. He acquired another interest in the Rancho four years later, 

setting the table for his deal with the founders of Pacific Grove.37 

His methods were often questioned but his results never were. By the time of the 

deal in 1875, Jacks had amassed quite a fortune and was in possession of over 35,000 

acres (the entire Punta de los Pinos tract barely covered 2,500 acres) and numerous lots in 

Monterey.38 He might not have been mourned by everyone in Monterey County at the 

time of his death in 1909, but his life, for better or worse, affected everyone who called or 

calls the area home. 

The Monterey and Salinas Valley Railroad 

Shortly before the birth of Pacific Grove, Jacks played a central role in bringing a 

railway system to Monterey. As late as 1870 there were no railroad tracks in the 

Monterey Bay region. 39 Up until this time freight wagons carried wheat from the fertile 

Salinas Valley (located about 20 miles northeast of Monterey) to Moss Landing (about 20 

miles north of Monterey) where it was then shipped by steamer to San Francisco and 

37 Howard, Rancho to Retreat, 16-17. 

38 Monterey Weekly Herald, 7 August, 1875. 

39 Sandy Lydon, Chinese Gold: 1he Chinese in the Monterey Bay Region 
(Capitola: Capitola Book Company, 1985), 79. 
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various other ports. In 1869, citizens from the two towns formed the Monterey and 

Salinas Railroad (M.S.R.R.). A lack of capital, however, quickly doomed the enterprise. 

The Southern Pacific Railroad took advantage of the situation and in 1872 completed a 

line from San Jose, through Gilroy, all the way to Salinas. This tum of events bolstered 

the town of Salinas so much so that it was able to take the County seat from Monterey in 

1874. As is common with the history of the S.P.R.R. in California, good feelings quickly 

turned to animosity and Salinas was soon ready to build tracks to Monterey as a way of 

circumventing the Southern Pacific's dominance in the area.40 

Early in 1874 Jacks and Carlisle Abbott, another wealthy landowner, organized the 

Monterey and Salinas Valley Railroad (M.S.V.R.R.) as a way to connect the two towns 

without the influence ofthe S.P.R.R.41 Jacks himself donated about $70,000 ofthe 

$357,000 it would cost to complete the line.42 Finished on October 9, 1874, the 

M.S.V.R.R. was one of the first independent or Granger railroads to seriously threaten the 

monopoly enjoyed by the Southern Pacific. 43 The railroad, however, was beset by 

problems, primarily due to the Salinas River trestle that periodically collapsed and cost the 

line not only money to rebuild, but time lost due to inactivity as well. The short-lived line 

never did tum a profit for its backers. Jacks lost most ofhis initial investment and by 1878 

the company was unable to pay back its construction loans and was forced into 

40 Ibid., 81-82. 

41 Ibid., 83. 

42 Bestor, 24. 

43 Lydon, 83. Granger railroad's were narrow-gauge, privatley funded lines built 
for shipping and as a way to circumvent the Big Four's monopoly. 
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bankruptcy. In 1879, the S.P.R.R., in what many considered to be a show of good faith, 

bought the line at auction. 44 

Monterey had been in steady decline since hosting the first Constitutional 

Convention. Bereft of city lands, with no money, little business and a handful of whaling 

companies providing the only industry, the future looked bleak. The M.S.V.R.R. 

(regardless of its owner/operator) did much to foster a positive feeling with regard to the 

overall future and prospects of the town. The August 1, 1874, edition oftheMonterey 

Weekly Herald reported that 21 businesses opened in the city within the .previous 10 

weeks, bringing the total number to 43 with an estimated population of about 2,000.45 

Almost every edition for the next few months carried an article either extolling the recent 

growth or calling citizens to foster further expansion. A September 12 article entitled 

"Our Duty" claimed that "If the people are in ernest this town can assuredly be made a 

thriving mercantile city, and a bean ideal of a watering place.•>46 A similar article 

appearing several months later under the heading "Monterey is Waking Up" argues that 

''Monterey had no local enterprises six months ago, now we have the railroad and daily 

communication with the interior ... " as well as profitable grain trade, commercial and 

recreational steamers that port in the Bay, and a successful brickyard and coal mine.47 

Industry and growth came at breakneck speeds and the general mood about town was 

undoubtedly high. 

44 Ibid., 86-87. 

45 Monterey Weekly Herald, 1 August, 1874. 

46 Ibid., 12 September, 1874. 

47 Ibid., 5 December, 1874. 
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The M.S.V.R.R. is also the first instance where David Jacks can truly be seen as a 

booster-- a role he would hold during the early years of the Pacific Grove Retreat. Jacks 

owned a large portion ofland in Monterey and by helping to bring a railway system to it 

he was theoretically improving the town while increasing the value ofhis own land 

holdings. According to William Cronon, such plans were typical of boosters who knew 

that ''By linking frontier areas to an international system of cities, these centers of capital 

investment emerged as urban markets which drove the region's growth.'48 Jacks was 

well aware of the effects the M.S.V.R.R. could have on the value of his land holdings in 

Monterey. When the tracks were finally laid it was not only fruits and grains that Jacks 

hoped to bring to the peninsula. Ever the booster, he knew that improved transportation 

could deliver something even more valuable -- potential landowners. 

48 Cronon, 52. 
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GENESIS OF A DREAM 
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By 1874, David Jacks owned a large section ofland near Monterey that was ripe for 

development. As he knew, an influx of people provided the best opportunity for profit. 

All the better if the newcomers came in the form of a religious community. Jacks did not 

have to wait long before finding just such an organization. 

The idea of creating a Methodist summer retreat on the West Coast had probably 

been discussed since the formation of the New Jersey town Ocean Grove in 1869. Ocean 

Grove was a successful Methodist run campground and it is not surprising that confidence 

would be high to duplicate it in the West.49 It was not, however, until the early 1870s 

that participants of the California Annual Conference of the Methodist Church formally 

discussed the idea. Here it was agreed that the ministers would keep an eye out for any 

places they thought might fit such an enterprise. 50 The summer before the 21st session of 

the conference, Reverend W. S. Ross and his wife spent several months in the grove of 

pine trees roughly two miles outside of Monterey. 

49 Like Pacific Grove, Ocean Grove started as a summertime seaside resort that 
eventually grew into a prominant town. The founders of Pacific Grove unquestionablly 
modeled much of their plans on the New Jersey settlement. Both started out as tent cities, 
revolved around the summer camp meetings, sold lots for similar prices, were fronted by 
water and were otherwise laid out in a similar pattern. As one can imagine, the similarities 
do not end there. It would, in fact, be of benefit to present a paper dealing exclusively with 
a comparison of these sister cities. That, however, is not the purpose of this paper and 
accordingly Ocean Grove will be mentioned only occasionally throughout the course of 
this study. For further information on the subject refer to Wayne T. Bell, Images of 
America: Ocean Grove (Charleston: Arcadia Publishing, 2000). 

50 Don Howard, The Old Pacific Grove Retreat: A Business-Biography History 
1875-1940, vol. 1. (Monterey, Monterey Peninsula Historiagraphy Press, 1999), 1. 
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Methodism 

The Methodist religion developed from the evangelistic teachings of John and 

Charles Wesley in the first half of the eighteenth century. It was so named because of the 

methodical methods of study and worship practiced by its founders. 

In 1729, the Wesley brothers were students at Oxford. They were ordained to the 

Anglican priesthood and their strong religious convictions moved them to start a ''Holy 

Club" who's purpose was Bible study, prayer, conversation and Christian service. They 

came to understand Christianity as complete dedication of one's whole life to the love of 

God and man. This belief and their use of traditional sources of religious knowledge -- the 

Bible, reason, and one's own experiences --led to a revival ofreligious study.51 

The Methodist road to salvation was known as a "working theology," designed to 

help persons on their way to heaven. 52 It was a quest for perfect love of God in this life 

and a belief that the "Church" was an entity that contained all true believers on earth. The 

Wesleys also believed that the formal church had failed to reach many of the people and 

closely associated themselves with the apostles who went out and preached to the masses. 

As their movement grew, it was necessary to add more preachers and teachers in 

order to reach the people in various parts ofEngland. Most of these preachers were not 

ordained but followed the practices laid down by the brothers. All of the services 

followed the same format: preaching, Bible study, prayer, and the singing of hymns; many 

of which were written by Charles Wesley. They also encouraged people to testifY to their 

personal beliefs and the instances when Christianity affected their lives. Soon they became 

close knit communities centered around worshipping. It was never the intention of the 

51 Frederick A. Norwood, The Story of American Methodism (New York: 
Abingdon Press, 1974), 24-25. 

52 Ibid., 16. 



Wesleys to put Methodism forward as a substitute for regular church attendance. They 

respected the need for the Anglican Church for sacramental occasions but held the 

extemporaneous prayer heard at the meetings as more important than any strict liturgy. 

As a large and formidable network of circuits held together by the lay preachers and a 

master plan of itinerant ministry, the Methodists became a formal religious offshoot in 

1744. They were still, however, firmly within the established Anglican Church. 

24 

Methodism came to America in the 1760's. 53 Independent laymen started preaching 

in numerous communities around North America but available evidence points to 

Maryland as the first to host these men. In 1764, Robert Strawbridge came from Ireland 

to the New World and set up the first meeting house in Windsor, Maryland. Methodists 

also gathered in New York and a society was formed there in 1766. By 1769 there were 

additional societies in Virginia and Philadelphia. Lay men and women, acting from their 

own religious zeal, developed these first American Methodist groups. Wesley finally 

appointed missionaries to North America in 1769, where a strong and thriving movement 

was already underway. 

Although ''Congregationalists, Anglicans, Baptists, Dutch and German Reformed, 

Lutherans, Presbyterians, Quakers and numerous other small groups" preceded them, the 

Methodist's idea of unity among all the faithful seemed to enhance their appeal. 

When Joseph Pilmore, Wesley's representative, arrived in 1769 he stated his main 

purposes in corning to America: "we left our native land, not with a design to make 

53 For good discussions on on the development of early American Methodism see 
Russell E. Richey, Early American Methodism (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana 
University Press, 1991); William Warren Sweet Methodism in American History (New 
York: Abingdon Press, 1953); Francis H . Tees The Beginnings of Methodism: In England 
and In America (Nashville: The Parthenon Press, 1940); and Charles W. Ferguson 
Organizing to Beat the Devil: Methodists and the Making of America (New York: 
Doubleday Company, Inc., 1971). 



division or promote a Schism but to gather together in one the people of God that are 

scattered abroad, and revive spiritual religion. "54 He despised bigotry and favored a 

"Christian moderation" that would allow people of different churches to respect one 

another. 

25 

The Methodist Episcopal Church's formation as a separate institution began with a 

conference of preachers in Baltimore on December 24, 1784. Documents from Wesley, 

Articles of Religion from the Church of England, and books of discipline and policy which 

governed Methodists on both sides of the Atlantic were read and discussed. Remembering 

that the movement came to North America not by his emissaries but by freely operating 

lay preachers, Wesley supported the meeting aware that American Methodism had become 

a distinctive entity. The "Christmas Conference" lasted for ten days and at its conclusion 

the Methodist Episcopal Church was founded. Although no official minutes from the 

conference have survived, it is notable that with few exceptions Methodist worship 

continued in the form derived from its European base. 55 After 1784, the American 

Methodists, while continuing to think of themselves as members in a voluntary association, 

began organizing these societies into a church. 

One cowboy wrote oflife across the Mississippi in the 1830's, ''No Sunday west of 

St. Louis, no God west of Fort Smith."56 Under such circumstances Methodism began to 

make its way to the far West. In 1833, a missionary was appointed to the Indians in 

Oregon but epidemics and conflicts with newly arrived white settlers caused the mission to 

54 Norwood, 61-72. 

55 Norwood, 98-102; and Francis H . Tees The Beginnings of Methodism: In 
England and In America (Nashville: The Parthenon Press, 1940), 13 7-149. 

56 Norwood, 264. 
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close. Attempts to enter the Southwest began in 1817 but did not flourish until about 

1837. By 1861, however, the Methodist Church South had a 31 ,000 person membership 

in Texas. 

In California, a San Francisco class was organized in 1847. Organizers were aware 

of the significance of California as a new center for American growth and sent William 

Taylor, known as a wandering missionary, to the area. By 1851 there were over 500 

members among its churches. The Methodist Church continued its missionary work 

across America until 1889, when the Oklahoma territory was opened for settlement and 

societies were established from coast to coast. 57 

From its inception, Methodism, as put forth by John Wesley, was a message of 

redemption and prudential ethics. Wesley's Christian changed his daily habits and his 

social and career relationships. On his way to heaven "he would act like the sober, 

diligent, purposeful. disciplined person he had become."58 Methodists had long 

recognized social evils as '1hose which tempted Christians: liquor, gambling, 'improper 

diversions', ungodly literature, desecration of the Sabbath."59 They were therefore eager 

to join the Temperance movement from its beginning. This clear-cut moral issue became 

paramount to Methodist social witness and resulted in the church's prominence in the 

National Prohibition Party, the Women's Christian Temperance Union, and the National 

Anti-saloon League. 

57 Ibid., 264-270. 

58 Ibid., 59. 

59 Norwood, 342; and Charles W. Ferguson Organizing to Beat the Devil: 
Methodists and the Making of America (New York: Doubleday Company, Inc., 1971), 
355-370. 
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The Pacific Grove Retreat Association 

Reverend Ross, a Methodist minister, came to the Monterey area in the summer of 

1873 under the belief that sleeping outside underneath the pines would help cure his 

deteriorating health. David Jacks owned the land where Ross had hoped to stay, and as 

was a typical theme of boosters, graciously permitted him and his wife to camp free of 

charge, as well as allowing them to build a tent house on the comer of what is now 

Lighthouse and Fountain Avenue.60 It is not known if Jacks was aware ofthe plan to find 

a suitable retreat area at this time or was simply trying to accommodate Ross. It does 

seem likely that he knew and was hoping to attract interest in the area by allowing the 

minister to examine the land for an extended period of time. Whatever the case, the 

conditions had an immediate and beneficial effect on Ross' health, and he soon invited his 

brother and sister-in-law to stay with him and reap the healthy benefits of the moderate 

climate. Among their many visitors during the summers of 1873 and 1874 was the 

Methodist Bishop J. T. Peck. Peck was heavily involved in the search for a suitable 

location to build a retreat and was impressed with Ross's location. Jacks heard of the 

church's interest and wrote to Reverend George Clifford, the presiding elder of the San 

Francisco district, inviting him to visit the land and discuss the possibility of doing business 

together. 

In 1874 Jacks met Rev. Clifford, Bishop Peck, and ministers George Ash and J.W. 

Ross (no relation to W.S. Ross) in Salinas, and gave them a horse and buggy tour ofthe 

land adjacent to Monterey. The committee was excited by the possibilities that lay in front 

of them, and immediately entered into negotiations with Jacks.61 

60 Mariruth Jones Coffin, A History of the Pioneer Church in Pacific Grove 
California: 1875 to 1995 (Monterey, Ca.: by the author, 1996), 1. 

61 Howard, Old P. G. Retreat, 1. 
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On June 1, 1875, at the Howard Street Methodist Episcopal Church in San 

Francisco, the first meeting of what was soon to be known as the Pacific Grove Retreat 

Association was held. A group of about 12 California ministers were at the first meeting, 

including Reverends J.W. Ross, 0. Gibson, G.O. Ash, and F.F. Jewell. They collectively 

agreed to become the first board of trustees. Bishop Peck was the presiding chairman, 

and asked J.W. Ross to make some opening remarks about the purpose of the 

Association. After a brief discussion, the first major decision by the board was ''to 

organize and incorporate under the general laws of the State of California." The second 

order of business was finding a name for their new venture -- they decided on the Pacific 

Grove Retreat. 62 

Bishop Peck and the reverends Gibson and Jewell comprised a committee selected to 

negotiate with the railroad and steamship companies. They decided to ask David Jacks if 

he would supply a water sample from a spring located a mile from the grounds. Finally, 

A.F. Baker, Jewell, and Gibson were appointed to draft the bylaws of the Association. 

They then elected Clifford president, Ross vice president, Jewell secretary, and J.W.H. 

Campbell and A.F. Baker to the executive committee.63 

In A Piney Paradise, Lucy Neely McLane provides a copy of the original Articles for 

Incorporation that the P.G.R.A. filed with the state ofCalifornia.64 As with the minutes 

62 Minutes of the Pacific Grove Retreat Association (June 1, 1875)~ quoted in 
McLane, Piney Paradise, 19-20. I exhausted every possible source looking for the 
original minutes of any Retreat Association meeting. Unfortunately, these were all there 
were to be found. 

63 Ibid. 

64 Articles for Incorporation~ quoted in McLane, 21-22. Presumambly these 
were written at the first Retreat Association Meeting. Again, I had no luck in finding the 
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from the inaugural meeting of the P.G.R.A., much can be learned about what these men 

hoped to accomplish by fostering a seaside resort. They formed the corporation "for the 

purpose of providing and maintaining for the members and friends of the Methodist 

Episcopal Church, a proper, convenient, and desirable permanent Christian Seaside Resort 

and Camp Meeting ground. •>65 This statement, copied word for word from the Ocean 

Grove Camp Meeting Association, is indicative of how closely the founders wanted to 

duplicate the success found there. 66 

The Corporation then laid out its basic plan in three steps. The first was to purchase, 

sell and improve land ''for the purposes of a seaside resort;" the second was to purchase 

sell and improve land ''for Camp Meeting purposes for the use of the Methodist Episcopal 

Church." The third was to invest any profits from the venture into further improvement of 

the grounds or into charitable causes deemed fit by the Corporation. The primary business 

dealings were to take place in San Francisco, the Corporation would last for 50 years, and 

there would be 11 trustees. 

To avoid land purchases by speculators, the P.G.R.A. 's Articles for Incorporation 

prohibited anyone from owning more than two lots at one time and stipulated that each 

owner must improve his lot by twice the amount he originally paid.67 The P.G.R.A. did 

not want their campgrounds to be a haven for real estate speculators, so by limiting the 

number oflots one could own, they were better able to set lot prices themselves and more 

original. 

65 Ibid., 21. 

66 "A Brief History: Ocean Grove, Ocean Gove, N.J." (Pamphlet from Ocean 
Grove Historical Society) 

67 Articles For Incorporation; quoted in McLane, 21-22. 
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importantly, provide a place where God, and not the almighty dollar, reigned supreme. 

Moreover, by demanding that lot owners make improvements on their lands the 

Association was able to assure continuous growth and development. They wanted lots to 

be bought and lands to be improved, but they wanted real estate interests for profit to be 

non-existent. As can be seen in the Articles for Incorporation, even the Retreat 

Association itself was to reinvest any profit it made from the sales oflots back to the 

improvement of the grounds. The founders were not naive, however, to the ways of real 

estate, and were careful to note that while $50 was the minimum price, some lots were 

obviously more valuable than others, and should be priced accordingly.68 They hoped to 

create a utopia where everyone contributed equally to the beautification of the grounds for 

the sake of enjoyment, not simply to increase the value of their personal landholdings. 

Soon after forming and filing for incorporation, on July 31, 1875, the P.G.R.A. 

entered into an official agreement with David Jacks. In Rancho To Retreat: 1830-1930 

Land Titles, Don Howard reprints the agreement. 69 On the surface it seems as if Jacks 

simply gave the Association 100 acres ofland earmarked for a Christian resort, however, 

several notable clauses suggest ulterior motives for his involvement in the project. 

The actual land involved, 100 acres ofthe existing Rancho Punta de los Pinos, was 

surveyed and divided into lots by St. John Cox Esq., and filed with the County Recorder 

of Monterey. Five of the 100 acres were to be an outright donation by Jacks for the 

purpose of camp meetings and similar uses outlined in the Articles of Incorporation. The 

other 95 acres were to be divided into lots and sold or leased by Jacks to persons "upon 

68 Ibid. 

69 Original Agreement Between David Jacks and the Pacific Grove Retreat 
Association~ quoted in Howard, Rancho to Retreat, 22-28. 
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such conditions only as the said party of the second part, [the P.G.R.A.] may from time to 

time prescribe. "7° It was also provided that one acre of lots must be sold for at least 

$1,000. Jacks was free to sell the lots as long as the person or persons he sold them to 

were willing to submit to the ever-changing provisions of the Retreat Association. The 

two would then equally split the proceeds from such sales. 71 

Jacks also agreed to advance the Association, until May 1, 1876, any money needed 

to improve the 100 acres. This money was to be repaid to Jacks from halfofthe proceeds 

of the P.G.R.A. 's sale or lease oflots. Furthermore, he would not charge interest on this 

money unless it exceeded $3,000, at which time he would charge 1% per month until paid. 

Jacks also agreed to pay, until 300 lots were sold, one half of the salary of a caretaker to 

work on the 100 acres. 72 

The P.G.R.A. in turn agreed to improve the land and "make the same desirable and 

suitable as a place of Christian sea-side resort, for the members and friends of the 

Methodist Episcopal church, and to use the same for said purpose, and for the purpose of 

an annual camp meeting of fourteen days ... " except in the case of an epidemic. They also 

agreed that only when the lands had been "suitably and properly improved" could they 

spend their profits on "such educational or benevolent purposes as it shall determine." 

The P.G.R.A. itself was the sole determinant of whether the lands were suitably improved. 

They also agreed that money received from any railroad or steamship company or from 

any person on account of transportation be spent on improvements of the grounds. 

70 Ibid., 22. 

71 Ibid., 23-24. 

72 Ibid., 24-25. 
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Finally, the P.G.R.A. agreed to pay half of the taxes levied on unsold lots. For these 

concessions, the Retreat Association was able to purchase 95 acres (100 including the 5 

acre donation) from David Jacks for the grand sum of$1.73 
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On the surface it seems as if the Methodists negotiated a very beneficial deal with 

Jacks-- and to an extent they did. Without him it would have been impossible for them to 

have obtained such a large section of land in a prime location. Simply put, they did not 

have the funds to start such a large undertaking on their own. Jacks provided them the 

land and even agreed to advance them the cash needed to begin improvements. 

However, as mentioned earlier, his actions were not completely altruistic. What did 

he have to gain by such an impressive donation, and how was he able to insure these 

gains? It should be reiterated that while Jacks had a somewhat questionable reputation 

among people in Monterey County, he nevertheless made many significant donations to 

various organizations. It is not hard to believe then that one of his reasons for giving the 

association money was simply to help them start an undertaking he deemed worthwhile. 

But, the provisions set in this contract give strong reason to believe that one of the 

primary factors in his involvement lay in his desire to tum a profit. 

By guaranteeing that one acre ofland not be sold for less than $1,000 Jacks was 

again playing the role of booster and insuring that the Association did not carry the idea of 

creating a place devoid of real estate interests too far. Also, in giving an advancement of 

$3,000 he guaranteed that improvements would be made on the grounds at someone's 

expense other than his own. Similarly, by agreeing to pay half of a groundskeeper's 

salary, the upkeep on the 100 acres was assured, as was an increase in general property 

values. 

73 Ibid., 26-27. 
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Essentially, Jacks got rid of a piece ofland that was not turning any profit and was 

for the most part not being used at all. He gave the land to the P.G.R.A. but kept the 

rights to half of the profits from the sale oflots. The Association was then responsible for 

the upkeep and improvements of the grounds while Jacks was basically free to collect half 

the real estate profits. Furthermore, Jacks included numerous clauses that mandated the 

Association use its share of any profits to make improvements on the land. In doing so he 

further insured the continuous improvement of the grounds. Jacks then was able to 

increase the value of the land by increasing the number of potential customers. 

The way the contract was laid out virtually assured Jacks of making a profit. If the 

campgrounds were an enormous success he could count on revenue from the sale of the 

newly established lots. If it was a failure and the P.G.R.A. did not sell as many lots as they 

expected he would still benefit. If they couldn't sell enough lots the Association would 

not have the money to refund Jacks' initial loan and the lots would revert back to his 

ownership. If this were the case, Jacks would again own much of the retreat land 

outright. All at little expense to himself and with the bonus of having previously unused 

land cleared, set into lots, and partially occupied. The profits from any future sale of lots 

would then be all Jacks'. 

The true motives for Jacks' involvement in and donation to the P.G.R.A. are 

unknown. Most likely, however, it was a combination of generosity, keen business sense, 

and his fondness for the Methodist Church. The contract discussed above perfectly 

illustrates how, throughout his life, he was able to acquire a vast amount ofland in a 

relatively short period of time. He set himself up nicely regardless of the fate of the 

Retreat. At the same time it appeared he was making a generous donation to a good 

Christian cause -- which actually he was. While acting as a booster and providing for his 

own interests, Jacks gave the P.G.R.A. its own chance for a future. 
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News of the Retreat Hits Monterey 

In the months leading up to the official announcement that a seaside campground was 

to be commenced, the Monterey Weekly Herald ran several articles proclaiming the 

benefits of such an undertaking. On August 1, 1874, a seemingly random article titled "A 

Just Tribute" tells of a former resident in absentia for 18 years who pays homage to 

Monterey as (among other things) a "Summer Resort." In his opinion "good bath 

accommodations here would attract thousands every summer. "74 Later a similar article 

ran touting a proposed 300 room hotel to be built in Monterey. It lists the beauty, ease of 

access, climate, and pine groves as the principle attractions for ''which is, in every way, the 

very best location for a seaside resort in California. "75 

Several months before the agreement between David Jacks and the P.G.R.A. was 

finalized the citizens of Monterey were officially informed of the plans, most likely putting 

to rest a number ofrumors about what were afoot The Monterey Weekly Herald ofMay 

1, 1875, announced the basic plans for the resort and that work had already begun on 

clearing the grounds. It is interesting to note that the paper referred to the area as the 

"Ocean Grove Retreat. "76 The founding fathers probably did not intend to copy word for 

word the name of the town it was modeled on, but it is another example ofhow closely 

the two were related. This was the first in a series of articles that claimed the undertaking 

would vastly improve the fortunes of Monterey. This sentiment was reinforced several 

weeks later in an editorial. Here, the author argued that "Land owners should assist it all 

74 Monterey Weekly Herald, 1 August, 1874. 

75 Ibid., 24 October, 1874. 

76 Ibid., 1 May, 1875. 
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they can for to them it means a comfortable competency instead of a struggle to live and 

yet hold onto unprofitable lands; while to the merchant it will bring affluence instead of 

hard times. "77 The content and timing of articles like this indicate that the procession of 

local newspaper editors, playing the role ofbooster's themselves, may have been working 

with Jacks to ensure the success of the retreat. 

The relationship between Jacks and the newspaper was at times questioned for being 

less than unbiased and it is reasonable to wonder weather he had a hand in laying the 

groundwork for a better reception by the people of Monterey. When studying the local 

newspapers one finds numerous articles suggesting that Jacks may have had significant or 

at least peripheral influence on the paper's content. For example, on July 24, 1875, the 

Monterey Weekly Herald read "It appears that Mr. Jacks was not to blame for campers 

being charged for the privilege of occupying his land. "78 Regardless of the incident, the 

language suggests the article was written and approved by someone in favor of Jacks. It 

seems that word around town had Jacks charging campers and the paper wanted to show 

he was without fault. Even the phrase "privilege of using his land" reeks ofbias. In a 

later edition, the paper gives Jacks almost complete credit for bringing the new retreat to 

the area. "Several years ago he conceived the idea of establishing this great 

religio-hygienic retreat, and has since been assiduously working to accomplish his 

object."79 In reality, it was members of the Methodist church who conceived of the idea 

and had no doubt been working just as hard if not harder than Jacks on its completion. 

77 Ibid., 29 May, 1875. 

78 Ibid., 24 July, 1875. 

79 Ibid., 4 August, 1875. 
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These are but two examples of many that seem to show Jacks had friends on staff In 

1880 the The Monterey Californian went so far as to defend itself against charges that it 

was controlled by Jacks, saying ''The honorable King David, nor any other King(?) or ring, 

holds that power over us. It is against our natures, and not even he himself, dares to 

insinuate that such is the case; and were he do the same, the deep, black lines of our pencil 

would immediately brand him to the public as a liar from the infernal regions of the 

dammed. "80 Perhaps. 

Whether they were planned or not, the early articles calling for a resort in Monterey 

must have had an impact on the way the conunon citizen viewed such an enterprise and 

probably created a word of mouth campaign calling for just such a plan. When the idea 

for the retreat was formally introduced it most likely received better response than it might 

have thanks to the months of barroom and back alley debates on the subject. Instead of 

simply being another one of David Jacks' ventures the proposed resort was now 

Monterey's venture. It could be debated whether or not local support would be needed to 

guarantee success. Fortunately for those involved they never had to find out. With 

Monterey's backing the retreat was ready to begin plans for its first summer session. 

Building a Retreat 

The original map of 1875 provides valuable insight into the formation and layout of 

the campgrounds as well as the steps that would need to be taken in order to run a 

successful summer meeting. (figure 1) St. John Cox's map does not include the entire 100 

acres donated by Jacks, but merely depicts the land the P.G.R.A. planned to improve in 

the first few years. The grove is actually fronted by Monterey Bay and not the Pacific 

80 Monterey Californian, 24 April, 1880. 

. • ( 
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Figure 1. A copy ofthe original St. John Cox Map of the Pacific Grove Retreat, filed in 

the County Recorder's office in July, 1875. From the Pacific Grove Historical Society. 
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Ocean. Therefore the coastline runs along the town's northern border (a fact that still 

seems to cause a moment of hesitation among many locals when discussing direction.) 

About a mile to the east was the Chinese fishing village and a mile farther brought one to 

the outskirts of Monterey. South of Lighthouse Road consisted of a grove of pine trees 

that would provide the town with half of its name. Lighthouse Road ran all the way to the 

Pacific Ocean-- about three miles to the west and was the only road to Monterey. It had 

been laid out the year before to better provide supplies to the Point Pinos Lighthouse.81 

The use of the gridiron system demonstrates that the P.G.R.A. and Jacks were intent 

on selling as many lots as they could. Also, all of the lots appear to be uniform in size 

with the few exceptions being the result of geographic peculiarities. This gridiron system 

simplified surveying, minimized boundary disputes~ gave America a fairly standardized lot, 

and perhaps most importantly maximized the number of lots that could fit in a given 

space.82 

Several other features dominated the landscape. The two parks, Caledonian and 

Cypress, are also examples of how the town's forefathers planned for future lot sales. 

81 The Point Pinos Lighthouse, finished in 1855, is the oldest continuously 
operated lighthouse on the West Coast. 

82 Kenneth T. Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United 
States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 11,74, states that suburbs are hard to 
define as they come in a wide array of sizes shapes and any other factor imaginable. He 
goes on to give a loose explanation of the term and while Pacific Grove does not meet 
some of his criteria it does meet most of them. He lays out his working definition of 
suburbs by four components. They are: ''function (non-farm residential), class (middle and 
upper status), separation (a daily journey to work), and density (low relative to older 
sections)." The only area Pacific Grove would not match was with regard to separation. 
As will be shown, a few although not many of her residents would travel more than a mile 
or two to work- if they worked at all. While Monterey may have been too small to 
technially spawn a suburb, Pacific Grove shares enough of the characteristics to be 
compared to such. 
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Parks have traditionally been built to increase surrounding land values, as was undoubtedly 

the plan in this case. 83 The presence of two parks perpetually reserved public space in the 

center of the retreat, and provided an option for picnics other than the beach or forest. 

The other striking object on the map is the preachers stand. 

According to The Handbook of Monterey, published shortly before the Retreat's 

opening, the preachers stand was said to have a "platform for the ministers, and seats for 

the choir."84 As can be seen on the map, the stand was several blocks up, facing the 

ocean on Grand St., with Central Avenue leading directly into it. This was clearly to be 

the focal point of the upcoming meetings and the epicenter of the campgrounds. (figure 2) 

The congregation would sit in a 200 foot circle in aisles ranging from four to twelve feet, 

all surrounded by a ring of tents. The impressive design was built to hold 5,000 people, a 

figure in line with the optimism of Jacks and the Board ofTrustees.85 But drawing a 

retreat on paper and actually implementing the plan were two very different things. 

By the time they had officially acquired the 100 acres on July 31, 1875, the P.G.R.A. 

had very little time to suitably prepare the grounds for the upcoming season. Fortunately 

Jacks had already begun making the needed improvements and the grounds were starting 

to resemble their plans. On July 17, the Monterey Weekly Herald reported on the 

progress of the campgrounds. By that date, a large dining room was ready for a roof, and 

two store buildings were near completion. A Mr. Prinze and six assistants were at work 

83 Ibid., 22. 

84 HandbookofMonterey(1815), 51. 

85 Ibid. 
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on the preachers stand and seats; six buildings to be used as donns were also under 

construction, as well as a bathhouse located next to the beach. 
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The dining room measured 33x90 feet and was located on Grand St. close to the 

preachers stand. 86 Charley Wonns was the proprietor during the first year and his 

establishment used a meal ticketing system. The prices were "$6 a week, $1 a day or 50 

cents a meal." Furthennore, all ministers and their wives were asked to pay only half 

price. 87 Apparently the food and service were outstanding and the staff was able to feed 

200 people in two hours time. 88 Campers were also able to acquire provisions at a meat 

market and grocery/provisional store situated next door to the restaurant. These stores 

measured 24x50 feet and were most likely enclosed by tents on the side, and a wooden 

roof on top. 89 There was also a small lodging house office next to the stores that 

probably served as an office for the P.G.RA.90 

The Retreat Association was sincere in providing adequate living conditions at a 

reasonable price. In part they hoped that by doing so more people would come to their 

grounds, fall in love with the area, and buy one of the lots at auction. Six frame-tent 

dormitories were built on Grand Street across from the stores and all measured 24x50 

feet. Retreaters could rent the dorms (which included the use of a laundry) on the hotel 

86 Monterey Weekly Herald, 17 July, 1875. 

87 Ibid., 7 August, 1875. 

88 Ibid., 14 August, 1875. 

89 Howard, Old P.G. Retreat, 384. 

90 Ibid., 243. 
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system or choose another form of accommodation. 91 During the camp meeting a five acre 

tract in the center of the retreat was set aside for campers to use free of charge. An 

unlimited number of tents (probably in the neighborhood of300-450) were available for 

the retreaters to buy or rent from the P.G.R.A. at ''wholesale prices."92 Those who 

wished to camp before or after the official meeting was in progress, or those that did not 

wish to participate in that respect were "charged 50 cents a head, to include wood, water, 

and cleaning up."93 However, no matter how affordable the lodging was, the P.G.R.A. 

could not hope for many visitors without an adequate means of transportation to the 

grounds. 

The Retreat Association officers were able to convince the major Railroad and 

Steamship Companies in the area to offer reduced rates for passengers traveling to and 

from the campgrounds-- starting three days before the first meeting.94 For those 

traveling by rail, the Southern Pacific would take passengers to their station in Salinas then 

buggy them to the narrow gauge station which would take them to Monterey. Once in 

Monterey it was but a short carriage ride to the grounds. 95 The Southern Pacific charged 

the retreaters 1/3 less than the price of a regular fare and provided free transportation for 

tents and baggage. 96 

91 Ibid., 391. 

92 Monterey Weekly Herald, 7 August, 1875. 

93 Handbook of Monterey, 52. 

94 Monterey Weekly Herald, 24 July, 1875. 

95 Howard, Old P.G. Retreat, 2. 

96 Monterey Weekly Herald, 7 August, 1875. 
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The reasons for the Southern Pacific's generosity are not entirely clear. It could have 

offered the reduced fares as a token of goodwill -- a common practice the railroads used 

when faced with the almost constant opposition to their practices. It could al,so have been 

part of a plan to show the owners of the M.S.V.R.R. that they were not the "octopus" 

depicted in the papers and that selling the narrow gauge to them might be best for all 

concerned. Perhaps they wanted to help create another customer base in the Grove. 

Whatever their motives, the P.G.R.A. had secured two viable, inexpensive modes of 

transportation that could bring people from all parts of California (especially San 

Francisco) to the Grove in a relatively short period of time. 

Along with lodging and transportation, another key to the success of the first year 

depended on an affordable and reliable plan for bringing enough water to supply the 

summer campers. A perennial stream owned by Jacks and located close to the grounds 

was the site for two tanks, a 6,000 gallon one which flowed into another tank holding 

15,000 gallons. The water would then be brought 3,300 feet to the campgrounds. Along 

with supplying the campers' needs, the tanks were to provide the water used when 

sprinkling the grounds, a necessity considering the retreat was entirely made up of dirt 

roads.97 

After clearing the grounds, building the necessary structures and insuring that enough 

fresh water was at hand, the Pacific Grove Retreat was ready to open its first camp 

meeting. The inaugural event commenced on August 8, 1875, and was to continue for 

three weeks, until August 29. The Retreat Association furnished a letter to the California 

Christian Advocate that was reprinted in the local newspaper shortly before the grounds 

opened. It listed what they hoped to accomplish that first year. 

97 Handbook of Monterey, 52. 
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The whole enterprise is consecrated to morality and religion, with Christian worship, 

and soul saving as the central object and feature. It is sincerely hoped that Christian 

people, of all denominations throughout the state, will attend the first, and all the 

meetings held on the ground, arrange for lots and unite in establishing a 'Resort' 

where families can meet and mingle, and enjoy relaxation from business and care .... 98 

The members of the P.G.R.A. were sincere in their hope to ''unite" a small community for 

the purposes of worship and to provide a relaxing atmosphere away from the pressures of 

everyday life. They hoped to accomplish all of this without placing an undue emphasis on 

finances or real estate. The retreat was supposed to be a haven from these influences. 

Lucy Neely McLane explains what the early meetings in the Grove were like. ''There 

were morning services, afternoon services~ evening services, and special services. There 

were long services, short services~ BUT there WERE services, and everybody attended 

and everybody remained until the benediction. "99 The majority of these services were 

held in a large tent house that covered the preachers stand near Library (now known as 

Jewell) Park. Not ones to ignore the beautiful setting of their grounds, retreat organizers 

also scheduled prayer sessions and meetings at a nearby rocky point that jutted into the 

bay. It soon came to be known as the ''Lovers of Jesus Point."100 Young romantics also 

found the point to be an ideal meeting place to sneak off to late at night and bask in the 

moonlight away from prying eyes. Appropriately enough, Jesus was soon taken out of the 

name and it has forever since been known as ''Lovers Point." (figure 3) 

98 Monterey Weekly Herald, 24 July, 1875. 

99 Minutes of the Pacific Grove Retreat Association (1875); quoted in McLane, 
22. 

100 Fink, 167. 



Figure 3. The beach at Lover' s Point, circa 1886. Photo from the California Views 

Historical Photo Collection. 
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The general knowledge among retreaters that romance was alive and well in the 

Grove, while not wholly condoned but nevertheless tolerated, indicates that although they 

were strict, retreat organizers were not unduly oppressive in their rules and expectations 

of the campers. The first couple of years did not yield a definitive set of rules the campers 

had to live by but standards were set and they were expected to be followed . One of the 

few rules in place that ifbroken would result in a one-way ticket out of town for the 



offender was the ban on alcohol. 101 In keeping with Methodist ideology, the founders 

were very clear that alcohol would not be tolerated on the grounds for any reason. 
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The P.G.R.A. wanted an attractive open meeting place where people could have fun 

but were expected to behave appropriately and follow the rules of their new community. 

Who exactly would comprise that new community would not be known until the initial lot 

auction was held on Aug. 26, 1875.102 It was already agreed, during preliminary 

discussions with Jacks, that the size of the lots was to be "thirty feet in width fronting on 

streets or avenues, and sixty feet in depth extending back from streets or avenues, together 

with such larger lots as shall be found convenient and economical upon survey." The 

minimum price per lot was set at $50 with the buyer putting half the purchase price down 

at the time of sale, and the other half at 1% interest per month to be paid in one year. 

Furthermore it was agreed that no person could own more than two lots at any one time, 

and that within two years, the owner must have made improvements on their lot( s) at least 

equal to twice the purchase price. 103 

The local press hailed the initial lot sale a success. They reported that about 80 lots 

were sold for a total of over $7,000. The exact number oflot sales and their prices are not 

known but according to these figures the average lot sold for almost $90 -- nearly double 

the minimum price set per lot. This is a fairly high figure when it is remembered that the 

P.G.R.A. made it clear that real estate speculation on the grounds was to be avoided. It 

seems clear that the first wave of buyers then bought their lots not for future financial gain 

101 Monterey Weekly Herald, 14 August, 1875. 

102 Ibid., 24 July, 1875. 

103 Minutes of the Pacific Grove Retreat Association (1875)~ quoted in Mclane, 
20-21. 
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but as a way to stake their own little place in the confines of the retreat. Compared to the 

25 lots sold in the first couple of years of Ocean Grove Retreat's existence the auction 

seemed to be a success. 104 But was it enough to repay Jacks the money he had initially 

invested? Before such matters were discussed the P.G.R.A. had the closing oftheir initial 

camp meeting to attend too. 

The public dedication and closing prayer session took place on Sunday, August 29. 

Bishop Peck and a number of other well known Methodist leaders led the prayers and 

dedication. 105 Soon after, most of the campers packed up their belongings and headed 

home, happy to have been a part of the meeting and eagerly anticipating the next year's 

gathering. The P.G.R.A. was undoubtedly pleased with the way their inaugural retreat 

turned out. Participants were satisfied, a good number of lots were sold, and word of 

mouth promised to make next year's meeting an even bigger success. With the first year 

behind them, the Retreat Association was now forced to examine their finances and secure 

the area's future success. 

David Jacks' Loan 

Several weeks before the Retreat's opening, the Monterey Weekly Herald reported 

that $15,000 would be spent on preparing the grounds for the first year alone.106 In the 

original agreement with the P.G.R.A. Jacks agreed to advance "all money needed in the 

improvement of said one hundred ( 1 00) acres." 1°7 The advance was to be paid back after 

104 Monterey Weekly Herald, 28 August, 1875. 

105 Ibid. 

106 Ibid, 24 July, 1875. 

107 Howard, Rancho to Retreat, 24. 
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the initial sale oflots. Furthermore, the P.G.R.A. agreed to pay 1% interest per month on 

any sum over $3,000. Only around $7,000 was made from the first sale-- half of which 

belonged to Jacks as per their agreement. Assuming the P.G.R.A. gave Jacks $3,500 as 
' 

the first payment of their loan they were still faced with paying back a $1,150 loan at 1% 

per month. Another edition of the paper claimed that approximately $12,000 would be 

spent annually by the Retreat Association in outfitting the grounds over the next five 

years. 108 It was simply money the Retreat Association did not have. 

The minutes from the 23rd session of the California Annual Conference of the 

Methodist Church, held in 1875, from September 15-22, at the Powell St. Church in San 

Francisco, sheds some light on the way the P.G.R.A. and the Methodist leaders in 

particular viewed the financial situation. They state that "A sea-side resort, called the 

Pacific Grove Retreat, has been inaugurated under prosperous circumstances." 109 The 

passage is significant for two reasons. First, it is one of the earliest references to the 

"Pacific Grove Retreat", the name it would from here on out be known as. Secondly, 

despite the obvious financial problems the venture was considered a success. Further 

evidence can be found in the nomination of Pacific Grove to host the next session of the 

church (it lost out to Stockton). 110 

108 Monterey Weekly Herald, 7 August, 1875. 

109 Minutes, California Annual Conference, Methodist Church: 1873-1887 (San 
Francisco: Multiple Publishers, no date) Methodist Archives University ofBerkeley, cage 
2, 13. 

IIO Ibid., 19. 
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The Minutes also show that there was no desire or request by the P.G.R.A. for any 

type of loan or financial help from the Conference. 111 Concluding the discussion 

regarding Pacific Grove, they ''Resolved, that we as a conference, heartily endorse the 

enterprise, and commend it to our people." 112 In other words, the Retreat Association 

had the backing of the Methodist Church as a whole -- as long as it was not asked to 

spend any money on the deal. Surprising is the fact that the Association did not expect 

any money, as evidenced by their not submitting a request, and that all involved seemed, 

despite the obvious financial problems, to view the project's future success as inevitable. 

The P.G.R.A. was in danger oflosing its ownership rights and with it a significant 

amount of power in the Grove. But when the evidence is viewed together a different 

interpretation seems possible. The Association must have had some idea in the beginning 

that outfitting the retreat would cost closer to $15,000 per year than $3,000. It would 

also have been unreasonable for them to think they would sell more than $10,000 worth of 

lots during the initial auction. First, California was mired in a recession in 1875 and $50 

to $100 was a significant amount of money for the average person to spend on a place 

they would inhabit for only a month out of the year. Secondly, only about a month passed 

between finalizing the deal and the start of the camp meeting. They probably knew that a 

month was not enough time to significantly advertise and expect many people to take 

three weeks of vacation to attend the meetings. Consequently, the P.G.R.A. knew early 

on that they would not have the funds to repay David Jacks and prevent him from 

reclaiming the lands. What is curious is that they didn't seem to care. 

111 Ibid., 25. Here it was reported that the P.G.R.A. had already spent $30,000 
on the grounds -- possibly it was referring to money already earmarked for next year's 
improvements. 

112 Ibid. 
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With virtually no bargaining power they simply had to accept the contract offered by 

Jacks. When it was apparent the grounds would revert back to him they had no choice 

other than to continue with their plans and hope for the best. Jacks had been working 

closely with Ross and the P.G.R.A. on the outfitting of the grounds and expenditure of 

money and from the beginning all parties involved were most likely aware that this was as 

much Jacks' venture as the Methodists-- if not more so. When the lands reverted back to 

Jacks' ownership on May 1, 1876, it came as no shock, and assuming Jacks maintained his 

promise to let the Retreat Association govern who lived on the grounds and what rules 

they agreed to live by, the change in ownership would be a smooth one with little visible 

impact on the Grove. 

Monterey Questions the Impact 

While not a complete success from a financial standpoint, the first year of the camp 

meetings were considered to be a success in other ways. Many people, on relatively short 

notice, came to the Grove that first year and more than a few bought lots - indicating a 

strong desire to return for many years to come. The Retreat Association had done a more 

than adequate job of providing enough food, water, and sleeping accommodations, and the 

weather was perfectly suited for the event. It seems then that most of the people 

associated with the venture, from the founders to the campers, were happy with the way 

the camp meeting was run. But with the first year behind them how did the citizens of 

Monterey view their soon to be periodic neighbors to the west? 

Most Montereyans were supportive of the venture and viewed it as a boon to the 

financial interests of their own community. Due in part to the recession in California, the 

fortunes of Monterey were still in decline at this time. Businessmen from various 

occupations could expect at least some influx of much needed revenue from the retreaters 
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and for the most part welcomed their new neighbors. But a closer examination of the 

situation shows that not everyone in Monterey was happy with the way the Pacific Grove 

Retreat progressed. 

It should be noted that for the first few years of its existence the local newspaper 

made very little mention of the retreat except during the weeks leading up to and including 

the camping season. The lack of publicity shows that for most of the year the Grove was 

probably only a passing thought for most Montereyans -- no more than a few cleared acres 

of land a couple of miles away. But for some citizens Pacific Grove was much more than 

an annual, although temporary, boon to the local economy. A few visionaries saw that the 

real value of the Grove was not the temporary spike it provided in consumerism, but in the 

long term value it could have in introducing a large number of people to the beauty of 

Monterey Bay. 

Local businessmen argued that the camp meeting would show the people of San 

Francisco that Monterey had a superior advantage as a seaside resort over any other area 

in California. 113 It is clearly shown here that the benefit was not the camp meeting itself 

but the exposure it brought to the area. An article running shortly before the second camp 

session commenced took this idea further and even questioned the motives of the 

organizers and usefulness of having a retreat. The Monterey Californian went so far as to 

suggest that the endeavor was "merely a feeble attempt at creating a summer resort, 

conducted on a narrow, speculative and hypocritical basis for the exclusive benefit of a 

company, and that company a section of a powerful church, under whose shadow and 

protecting influence the speculation is carried on?" 114 The article went on to say that the 

113 Monterey Californian, 30 May, 1876. 

ll4 Ibid., 13 June, 1876. 
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restrictions (specifically the absolute intolerance of alcohol) imposed by the retreat 

repelled the sinners the church claimed it wanted to save. In other words the Association 

was charged with preaching to the choir. 

The aforementioned article raises some interesting questions but overall it missed the 

point. The purpose of the retreat was not exactly to reform sinners but to provide a place 

where Methodists (and members of other denominations) could attend services, worship 

the Lord, enjoy the beauty of the outdoors, and for three weeks a year be free of outside 

influences that interfered with these things. The charge that the retreat was operating to 

benefit the P.G.R.A. or the Methodist Church seems unfounded as none of its members 

profited financially from the sale oflots or in any other way. The interests of the P.G.R.A. 

were clearly in the success of the retreat, not in the success of their own financial situation. 

Furthermore, the church made no attempt to gain converts through the campground and 

subsequently did not profit in this way. The author also claims that while most of 

Monterey supported the retreat, many viewed it "as a detriment rather than as a benefit, 

and in self-defense they will have to try and erect a pleasure resort on some equally 

beautiful spot, to counteract the chilly influences caused by the departure of the 

disappointed guests of the Pacific Grove Retreat."115 In reality, by most accounts the 

Grove's guests were very happy with the way the camp was run. 

It seems that the message the author hoped to plant in his scathing critique of the 

Grove, was that Monterey was ready for a secular resort that could take advantage of the 

areas natural beauty and provide more of a financial boon to the community than a 

religious retreat that openly stated its hope to avoid real estate speculation and the usual 

trappings of a society focused on commerce. Furthermore, he introduced the theme that 

115 Ibid. 

,,. ..• 
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Pacific Grove's real value lay in its ability to attract people from San Francisco and abroad 

to Monterey Bay and to show that this was the ideal place in California for a profitable 

seaside resort. It was a theme that would be repeated often over the next several years. 

Pacific Grove Under David Jacks and the P.G.R.A. 

May 8, 1876, marked the beginning of a four year period where David Jacks actually 

owned all of the unsold lots in Pacific Grove. The land had reverted back to him when the 

Retreat Association failed to repay their loan. The "co-management" arrangement Jacks 

and the P.G.R.A would work out determined the slow but steady progress the Grove 

would make during these years. 

In late 1875 it was decided to move the opening of the second Camp Meeting up to 

June 4, 1876. The move was the result of a rather cold August the previous year and 

retreaters were rewarded with glorious weather. 116 It was also decided that while the 

hotel would close shortly after the conclusion of the meeting, the retreat would remain 

open as long as a sufficient number of people were on hand. Reverend George 0 . Ash 

took over from the duties of Superintendent from Reverend Ross shortly before the camp 

session, and although his tenure lasted only two years it was marked by his initiation of a 

number of improvements. 117 Among these were: ''building bridges over gulches, felling 

trees and clearing avenues, building fences and stiles, and planting cypress and eucalyptus 

trees." 118 

116 Ibid., 20 June, 1876. 

117 Howard, Old P. G. Retreat, 2. 

118 Monterey Californian, 30 May, 1876. 
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The second camp meeting ran smoothly. Lots continued to be sold and the transfer 

of ownership from Jacks to the P.G.R.A. was all but unnoticeable. One interesting note is 

that the Monterey Californian reported that the religious regulations were considerably 

relaxed and instead of holding up to three services on weekdays, as the year before, only 

one service was held daily. 119 This was probably a decision made by the P.G.R.A. -

possibly as the result of the negative press focused on the religiously dominated meetings. 

The following year's meeting progressed similarly, with various cosmetic and 

functional improvements being made to the grounds, two of them noteworthy. For 

unknown reasons, the Methodists decided to move their church site from the outdoor 

platform at Central and Fountain Avenues to a small cottage several blocks away on the 

comer of Central and 17th Street. 120 Also for unknown reasons, during the summer of 

1877 there were no markets open in the Grove. Campers were forced to walk to a gate at 

the comer of First Street and Central and purchase their goods from vendors who had 

traveled from Monterey. 121 Another option was to purchase fresh fish from J. Silvera, 

who since 1876, paid the P.G.R.A. $25 a summer to tie his boat up at Lover's Point and 

sell his catch door to door.122 

The following year saw Reverend Ash step down from the Superintendent position. 

His replacement was Dr. William Henry Davies, a native of Nova Scotia. He had been 

practicing medicine and looking after some of Jacks' business affairs in Salinas since 1876. 

119 Ibid., 20 June, 1876. 

12° Coffin, 3. 

121 Howard, Old P.G. Retreat, 2. 

122 Ibid., 169. 
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It was reported that Davies was appointed by Jacks, but most likely the decision was made 

with the help of the P.G.R.A. In many ways Davies was the perfect choice as 

Superintendent. He had business ties with Jacks but was also a well-respected and 

well-spoken Methodist minister_123 His appointment is an example of the way Jacks and 

the P.G.R.A. were able to agree with each other and work together in a way that would 

benefit both parties. However, for all his strong points, Davies was not a particularly 

visionary thinker with regards to expansion, and progress was relatively slow under his 

year-long term. 124 

Although changes were slow to come under Davies, by the 1878 camp session the 

Grove housed at least eight summer cottages along with the goodly number of tents and 

recently remodeled lodging houses. Many of these dwellings were occupied by 

Methodists from the comparatively conservative East Coast. 125 It was clear by now that 

Pacific Grove was destined to separate itself from most of the rough and relatively 

uneducated communities that were springing up in other parts of California at this time. 

Further evidence for Pacific Grove's status as one of the more educated outposts on 

the western frontier can be found in the appearance of the United States Sunday School 

Convention in 1879. It met a week prior to, and was immediately followed by the regular 

camp meeting. The Convention was attended by a number of prominent Christian leaders 

and most importantly for the Grove, was a forerunner of the Chautauqua, an adult 

education organization that will be discussed at greater length shortly. 

123 Ibid., 2. 

124 McLane 140 
' 

125 Ibid., 102. 
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The 1879 camp meeting commenced on July 5, and the steady yearly improvement in 

the number of campers led to a reported 1,500 people in the Grove. 126 By this time Dr. 

Davies had fallen ill and was replaced as Superintendent by J.O. Johnson. Although he 

was relatively quiet during his first year, Johnson would prove to be a progressive leader 

who would ev~tually initiate a number of significant changes in the Grove. 

Despite the fact that the Sunday School Convention came to the Grove in 1879, 

probably the biggest event of the year was the announcement in December that the 

Southern Pacific Railroad had purchased a section of land fronting the sea on the opposite 

side of Monterey. Almost immediately following the purchase, the railroad began work on 

what was to become the Del Monte Hotel. Monterey finally had a seaside resort to call its 

own.127 

If that wasn't news enough for the citizens of Monterey and the retreaters in Pacific 

Grove, an even bigger announcement was made public in May of 1880. David Jacks had 

sold his entire section of the Punta de los Pinos land grant, including the retreat grounds, 

to the Pacific Improvement Company, a branch ofthe Southern Pacific.128 The sale 

would change Pacific Grove forever. 

Until its sale, the Grove was still a relatively unknown haven from the stress and grief 

of living in an economically dominated community. To be sure, despite the slight 

reduction in the number of weekday services, religion was the dominant theme at the camp 

meetings. People primarily came to the Grove to pray, worship God, and discuss various 

126 Ibid., 140. 

127 Monterey Californian, 23 December, 1879. 

128 Howard, 0/dP.G. Retreat, 2. 
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Methodist issues that were the topic of the day. But people also came for more social 

reasons and to simply enjoy life in a beautiful seaside setting. 

57 

An article from 1878 gives some insight into the type of entertainment the retreaters 

made for themselves. The author reported how a torchlight procession armed with pots 

and pans for music wound its way around the campground. After a couple of short 

speeches, ''The remainder of the evening was spent in the old-fashioned way of innocent 

merry making, and every one seemed young and blithe and happy .... " 129 Grovites 

certainly knew how to make their own fun. 

One of the most popular activities involved packing a picnic and traveling by foot or 

buggy to one of the more scenic spots the area offered. Cypress Point, located a short 

walk from the Grove was one of the preferred spots and offered visitors the chance to find 

an arrowhead or two left behind from the Native Americans. 130 The area around Point 

Pinos Lighthouse was another favored site that offered beautiful ocean views. If 

make-shift bands and picnics on the beach weren't enough to occupy early retreaters they 

could take a crack at J.O. Johnson's rifle range, or take a ride on his horse powered 

swing.l3l By the summer of 1879 they could even rent small boats at Lovers Point from a 

Captain Hogan. 132 

During their first few years the Retreat Association made good on their promise to 

provide an affordable but comfortable camp setting. Despite continual upgrades to the 

129 Monterey Californian, 28 May, 1878. 

130 McLane, 74. 

131 Monterey Californian, 28 May, 1878. 

132 Howard, Old P. G. Retreat, 71. 
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grounds and the various lodging options prices remained fairly consistent. The restaurant 

which had undergone several management changes was also able to keep their quality and 

prices stable. 

Transportation to, from, and around the grounds was another facet of the retreat that 

remained relatively unchanged during its first five years of existence. In 1879 the only 

way to get from Monterey to the Grove was via the still unpaved Lighthouse Road. The 

Monterey Salinas Valley Railroad was constantly undergoing major structural work, and 

was often out of service through the 1870's but retreaters did have other travel options. 

The most popular ofwhich was probably the Goodall-Perkins steamship Constantine, 

which ferried passengers between San Francisco and Monterey.133 

The first five years of the retreat's existence might best be described as unchanging 

growth. On one hand the campground's flavor remained the same. Prayer and worship 

dominated the meetings and the area was still a summer retreat with few permanent 

dwellings. In fact by the end of Jack's involvement there were still only two families living 

on the grounds year-round. 134 On the other hand, the P.G.R.A. had done a solid job of 

making necessary improvements to the retreat and the number of campers had steadily 

grown with each passing year. Furthermore the addition of the Sunday School 

Convention and the permanent living arrangements of even two families were signs that 

Pacific Grove was ready to enter a new phase of development. The building of the Del 

Monte Hotel was another indicator that the entire Monterey Peninsula was prime for a 

dramatic change in the types and number of visitors who would travel to the area. It 

became increasingly clear with the Southern Pacific's two major land purchases that it had 

133 Ibid., 2. 

134 Ibid., 3. 
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definite plans for the area. Whether those plans had room for the continuation of a 

Methodist retreat would remain to be seen. 
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The time Pacific Grove spent under David Jacks and the P.G.R.A. was one of 

cooperation and mutual benefit. Along with helping the Methodist cause, Jacks wanted to 

tum a piece of his property into a money making venture. At the same time, the Retreat 

Association wanted to provide a Christian seaside resort to its supporters without focusing 

much of their energy on the business side of the venture. When they failed to repay the 

loan from Jacks they gave up any financial control but were able to focus their energy on 

the religious and moral aspects and were praised for initiating and running a successful 

Christian retreat. Jacks then had a personal reason to play the role of booster. It was his 

money that had built the retreat and up until now he was the only person even capable of 

making money on the venture. But despite the fact that no figures are available, it seems 

very likely that he did not substantially profit from Pacific Grove. However, the pride that 

Jacks felt from his role in the building of the Pacific Grove Retreat could never be 

measured in a financial ledger. He gave his land, money, and business awareness to the 

Grove and allowed it the opportunity to grow. Without him it would never have had that 

chance. 

After his sale to the Southern Pacific, David Jack's influence and participation in 

Pacific Grove declined greatly. He did hang on to a number of desirable lots in the 

downtown section of the retreat and remained a visible public figure in Monterey until his 

death in 1909, but for the most part, Pacific Grove was facing an unknown future without 

its primary benefactor and with a bevy of unanswered questions. 
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CHAPTER3 

THE PACIFIC IMPROVEMENT COMPANY COMES TO MONTEREY 

One of the most anticipated events in the history of the United States occurred on 

May 10, 1869, at Promontory Point, Utah. This, of course, was the day the Central 

Pacific and Union Pacific Railroads completed the country's first transcontinental railway 

system. The most influential stockholders in the Central Pacific Railroad, Leland 

Stanford, Colis Huntington, Mark Hopkins, and Charles Crocker would eventually earn 

the collective nickname The Big Four for their almost total dominance over railroad affairs 

in California and the West. Pacific Grove, like most other cities in California, was 

certainly affected by their decisions. 

Even before the completion of the first transcontinental railroad, additional plans 

called for a similar project farther South. A Southern railroad could help in handling the 

sheer mass of cargo and provided a safer overland route from the often harsh weather 

faced by the first line. In July of 1866, the Southern Pacific Railroad Company, 

headquartered in San Francisco, and the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company from St. 

Louis, received land grants to build this line. 135 

The Southern Pacific was to begin in San Francisco, head south along the coast and 

then make its way east around the Los Angeles or San Diego area. The Big Four were 

well aware of the potential threat to their hegemony this line presented, so in 1868 they 

bought the Southern Pacific and continued the plans on their own. After facing 

considerable threat from other companies hoping to cash in on the proposed line, the 

135 Ward McMee, California's Railroad Era: 1850-1911 (San Marino, Ca., 
Golden West Books, 1973) 108. 
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Southern Pacific entered Los Angeles and started east in 1876, eventually reaching New 

Orleans in January of 1883_136 

With their cut-throat business tactics, the Big Four made many enemies over the 

years. However, their success is unquestionable, and by 1880 they had a near total 

monopoly on California's railroad system. With the federal land grants they received and 

the vast lands they purchased, the Southern Pacific decided to designate a body to control 

and improve their land holdings. This they did in 1878 with the formation of the Pacific 

Improvement Company, a subsidiary of the Southern Pacific. Over a period of only 

several months in late 1879 and early 1880, it became clear that the P.I.C. had definite 

plans for the Monterey Bay area. 

Beset by structural problems and after failing to make a profit, the Monterey Salinas 

Valley Railroad was sold by David Jacks to the P.I.C. in September of 1879. Soon after, 

in December, the company bought the Pescadero lands from Jacks, these included a 

seaside grove on the eastern end ofMonterey. Then, five months later, in May ofl880, it 

was announced that Jacks had sold the entire Punta de los Pinos land grant, including 

Pacific Grove, to the company. The closeness in time of these three rather large 

transactions suggest that Jacks and the P.I.C. had come to an agreement on all three at the 

same time. It was not uncommon for the Big Four to wait a considerable amount of time 

before releasing the details of their acquisitions. At any rate it only took about eight 

months for the citizens of Monterey and Pacifc Grove to understand that life on the 

peninsula was about to change. 

136 Ibid., 117-127. 
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The Hotel Del Monte 

Almost immediately following their purchase of the Pescadero Ranch the P.I.C. 

announced plans for and began working on a huge hotel fronting the sea. It was to be the 

cornerstone of their development in Monterey. The Monterey Californian wasted no time 

in proclaiming it the savior of the town and the means of returning Monterey to its 

previous place of prominence on the social landscape of California. Finally Monterey was 

to have the non-sectarian seaside resort for which it had been clamoring. 137 

The P.I.C. had been hard at work trying to complete a broad gauge railroad from one 

of their main depots in Castroville down to Monterey. This they accomplished in the early 

spring of 1880, but like the M.S.V.R.R., the P.I.C. underestimated the power of the 

Salinas River, and by April the bridge was washed out. The event was but a minor 

setback, however, and within two months the company had the ability to bring people 

from San Francisco through Castroville and into Monterey in a little over three hours. 

They completed the line just in time for the June opening of the Hotel Del Monte. 138 

The work on the hotel grounds began with the clearing ofbrush and stumps on 

February 2, 1880. Within six months one of the finest hotels in the state was ready to 

accept visitors. The Del Monte was built in the beautiful Gothic reminiscent of 

Buckingham palace. It was three stories high and boasted over 1 00 rooms. The grounds 

were composed of some 109 acres -- 94 of them surrounded by a picket fence. Among 

other things, the hotel itself included a ballroom, an observatory, a barber shop, a ladies 

parlor and billiards room, a lobby, an immense dining room, a kitchen, and a bakery. The 

grounds housed stables, bathhouses, fountains, parks, and a lake that featured four 

137 Monterey Californian, 23 December, 1879. 

138 Lydon, 102. 
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pleasure boats for guests' enjoyment. An on-site gas manufacturing plant fueled the Del 

Monte and various artesian wells fed a tank capable of holding in excess of 50,000 gallons 

of water. The total cost was reported to be over $300,000.139 Clearly the Pacific 

Improvement Company hoped to create one of the biggest and best resorts on the coast -

and spared no expense in doing so. 

The Big Four's move into Monterey and the building of the Del Monte was probably 

a way to counter the competition from the South Pacific Coast Railroad Company. The 

S.P.C.R.R. hoped to create a tourist industry in Santa Cruz and by 1880 was close to 

completing a track from there to San Francisco. However, the S.P.C.R.R. experienced 

financial problems the following year. As they had done many times before, the Southern 

Pacific bought much of the competing railroad's stock. By 1882, the S.P.R.R. owned 

most of the major rail system on all three sides of the Monterey Bay. The Del Monte, 

however, was already well established and the Monterey side of the bay was where the 

P.I.C. would focus their energy on bringing tourists. 140 

The Hotel Del Monte was an immediate success. People came from all parts of the 

state and beyond to marvel at the impressive building and grounds, and for many years 

every issue of the Monterey Argus ran advertisements for the hotel. (figure 4) As Figure 4 

shows, they charged $3.00 per night $17.50 per week, and $70.00 per month. The prices 

were reasonable, and by 1886 a long waiting list for accommodations prompted calls for 

an enlargement in the number ofrooms. 141 The Hotel had served the purposes ofboth 

locals and the Pacific Improvement Company-- tourists were coming to Monterey. 

139 Monterey Californian, 15 May, 1880. 

140 Lydon, 102. 

141 Monterey Argus, 3 April, 1886. 
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Figure 4. 1886 Advertisement for the Hotel Del Monte.142 

The Pacific Improvement Company Buys Pacific Grove 

A month before the Hotel Del Monte opened, news broke that David Jacks sold 

2,666 acres ofland, including the Pacific Grove Retreat, to the Pacific Improvement 

Company for $35,000.143 Most likely he discussed the sale with the Retreat Association 

142 Monterey Argus, 1886. 

143 Howard, Rancho to Retreat, 19. 
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before word hit the papers. Jacks had always been there for the retreat, providing money 

and business contacts, not to mention his own sweat and encouragement, and he had 

always helped the retreat maintain a morally high standing. Fortunately for the P.G.R.A., 

their new landlords would be just as supportive. 

Since its inception, the retreat and the Southern Pacific worked together for their 

common benefit. The railroad offered reduced fares to retreaters who in tum frequented 

the rails. It was no surprise then when the two agreed to further their symbiotic 

relationship. A note from the 1880 meeting of the San Francisco District Presiding Elders 

of the Methodist Church sheds some light on the subject. 

It is the wish however of the Company [the P.I.C.] that the Conference shall 

cooperate with them in carrying out the original design of making a safe and 

Christian home for persons wishing to spend a ... at the seaside. I suggest 

the wisdom of appointing a Committee of about 5 persons ministers .. . to 

consult, and cooperate with the R.R., in making this Grove what the present and 

coming generations need_I44 

The minutes from the California Annual Conference of the Methodist Church responded 

by adopting the following resolution: ''That we recommend the appointment of a 

committee to confer with the Trustees of Pacific Grove retreat, David Jacks, Esq., and the 

Southern Pacific Railroad Company and make such arrangements for the management of 

the Grove as may seem wise and practicable."l45 

144 "San Francisco District Presiding Elders Report" (Berkeley, Methodist 
Archives, 1880, handwritten). 

145 Minutes, California Annual Conference, Methodist Church: 1873-1887, 25. 
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Both the Southern Pacific and the Methodist Church were in favor of working 

together to further the original goals of the Retreat Association. However, it was most 

likely that Jacks, P.I.C. and P.G.R.A. representatives had already met to discuss the 

Grove's future by the time the Methodist hierarchy had suggested they do so. But, 

regardless of the order of events, it was clear that both sides were open to discussion and 

that Jacks had sold to the company in full knowledge that they were in favor of continuing 

the Pacific Grove Retreat. But why did Jacks sell his land? 

A reporter from the Monterey Californian was still fuming that Jacks even had 

possession of the lands and was positive that greed had motivated his sale.l46 To an 

extent, the reporter was probably right. Jacks got a fair deal from the Southern Pacific 

and turned a nice profit on the lands, but a closer examination of the sale reveals what may 

have been Jacks real motive. The company bought the entire Punta de los Pinos land tract 

except for 25 acres appropriated for a lighthouse and over one hundred lots in Pacific 

Grove that remained part of Jacks' property.147 

Jacks was wealthy but he could not compete with the wealth of the Big Four. Most 

likely he sold most ofhis share in the retreat with the understanding that the P.I.C. would 

spend their energy and considerable resources on its improvement. In time, with no 

personal effort or expense, he could expect the value of the lots he retained to dramatically 

increase in price. Jacks had no plans for developing the lands sold outside of the retreat 

(he did subsequently rent some of them from the P.I.C. for grazing purposes though) and 

for the most part they were relatively unused.148 In one move, he was able to make 

146 Monterey Californian, 8 May, 1880. 

147 Howard, Rancho to Retreat, 19. 

148 Lydon, 144. 
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$35,000, get rid of a large tract ofland he had no plans for, increase the value of the real 

estate he retained, and possibly give the Pacific Grove Retreat a brighter future with 

deeper pockets. In business David Jacks was truly a visionary. 

The Chautauqua Movement 

After purchasing the Grove, the Pacific Improvement Company did not immediately 

make their presence known. For the first year or so it was business as usual in the retreat 

-- with one notable exception. 1880 was the year the Chautauqua movement came to 

town. The word itself, like the movement, went through various changes in meaning, but 

was a constant presence on the cultural landscape for many years. 

The first Chautauqua meeting was held in the summer of 1874 near a lake in 

southwest New Jersey that would soon bear the name ofthe movement spawned there.l49 

The year before, Dr. John Heyle Vincent, a Methodist minister, and Lewis Miller, an 

inventor, businessman and fellow Methodist, had planned to use the camp meeting ground 

to hold a Sunday School teachers' training retreat. The camp was officially named the 

"Sunday School Teachers' Assembly" and was under the governing board of the Sunday 

School Association of the Methodist Episcopal Church. One of the most interesting 

aspects of the meeting was that the founders did not want it to be confused with a strictly 

Methodist religious camp, and encouraged Baptist, Presbyterian, and Congregational as 

well as Methodist Church members to attend. In fact, it wasn't long before a strong shift 

to even more secular material came about.l50 

149 Victoria Case and Robert Orman Case, We Called it Culture: The Story of 
Chautauqua (Garden City, N.Y. : Doubleday, 1948), 13. 

150 Evelyn M. Butner and William T. Butner, The Chautaqua Connection (Pacific 
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The most influential aspect of the experiment was the Chautauqua Literary and 

Scientific Circle, or C.L.S.C., began by Dr. Vincent in 1878. This was a four year study 

course grounded in required reading with the stated purpose of promoting individual study 

among adults. 8,400 people enrolled the first year, and by the tum of the century there 

were over 10,000 C.L.S.C. circles scattered throughout the United States. 151 The 

authors of We Called it Culture went so far as to say, "It is probable that no single wholly 

American institution, with the possible exception of the Model T, left a greater imprint 

upon the social and cultural life of rural communities of the nation than the Chautauqua 

movement."152 

The influence of the movement was felt nationwide for several decades, reaching its 

apex in 1924. But the following year a number of factors, including economics, the radio, 

moving pictures, and the increase in accredited colleges contributed to a sharp decline in 

the numbers and prevalence of the Chautauqua movement. Within a few short years 

virtually the entire production would be nothing but a memory. 153 During its heyday, 

however, the movement played an important role in the formation of adult education and 

the broadening of horizons over an entire country. 

From its beginning the Chautauqua movement and Pacific Grove seemed perfectly 

suited for each other. Both were founded by members of the Methodist church, and both 

were started as summer camp meetings. Pacific Grove's proximity to the bay also blended 

Grove: Heritage Society ofPacific Grove, 1980), 4-9. 

151 Ibid., 11-12. 

152 Case, V. 

153 Butner, 46. 
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the cultural and spiritual feelings of the meetings with that of a vacation atmosphere -

similar to Dr. Vincent's original modet. 154 Furthermore, Bishop Peck himself had 

attended some of the first meetings in New York, and while speaking at the California 

Methodist Conference in 1875 had compared the Pacific Grove campsite favorably to the 

ones he had seen in the East. 155 It was no surprise then that the retreat grounds would be 

one of the first and most important sites in the West to host the movement. 

The State Sunday School Convention, which had made its first appearance in Pacific 

Grove the year before, was actually related to the C.L.S.C., but for all intents and 

purposes the movement made its first appearance in the Grove in 1880. The meeting was 

to commence on the Fourth of July, the day after the State Sunday School Convention 

was set to end its yearly session. The July 3 edition of the Monterey Californian reported 

that there were already "about 500 people at Pacific Grove and before the end of next 

week there will probably be several thousand visitors enjoying the beauties and pleasures 

of that most delightful of all the summer resorts on the Pacific Coast." 156 Such a large 

influx of people for the two week session certainly helped to bring outside money to the 

Grove, but true to their ideals, the P.G.R.A. did not take advantage of their guests and 

charged them the same room and board rates as were charged during the regular meetings. 

The regular reduced travel rates were also to be in effect. Coupled with the modest $2.50 

fee for the entire course it seems true that the organizers wanted '1:o furnish, at the lowest 

possible cost, a large and varied programme ofinstruction .... " 157 

154 The Herald Weekend Magazine (Monterey), 21 April1985, 12. 

155 Butner, 15. 

156 Monterey Californian, 3 July, 1880. 

157 Butner, 20. 
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Varied might have been an understatement. Classes from the first year included 

"Marine Biology", "General Botany", "Astronomy", "Greek Language and Literature", 

''The Bible and its Contemporaries", "Science of the Household", "Men ofMonterey", 

and many more courses on a wide array oftopics.158 Furthermore, Pacific Grove's close 

proximity to Monterey Bay made it natural to put an added emphasis on classes dealing 

with marine life and oceanography. 

The first meeting was well attended and considered an unqualified success by its 

organizers. It also marked the beginning of what would tum out to be a great attractant 

to the Grove for many years to come. Not only did the C.L.S.C. bring people to the 

retreat that might not otherwise have come (including many who would eventually settle 

there), it was the most obvious example of a cultural and intellectual movement that would 

prove influential to the development of Pacific Grove. 

Rules and Regulations 

The Pacific Improvement Company did not immediately focus their attention on the 

retreat after the sale. 1880 and 1881, with the notable exception of the Chautauqua's 

appearance, mostly followed the same script as the preceding years. Hordes of people 

came to the campgrounds around May, stayed for the Summer and then made their way 

back home. By 1881 there were only about eight families living in the Grove year round 

and the P.I.C. 's presence was probably barely noticed.159 Before focusing on increasing 

lot sales, the company looked for ways to improve the campgrounds. 

158 Monterey Californian, 12 June, 1880. 

159 Howard, Old P.G. Retreat, 3. 
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During their initial year in the retreat, the Chautaquans held their meetings in a large 

tent in the downtown area. The following year, in their first significant action, the P.I.C. 

built a meeting hall for the group that was originally called the "Old Chapel" but soon 

became known as ''Chautauqua Hall." The move was not completely altruistic; during the 

winter months the Company stored the tents they rented or sold to the retreaters in the 

large hall. Then, when the summer season came, the tents were aired out and the hall used 

for Chautauqua or any other summer meetings.l60 

Here we not only see the P.I.C. 's generosity, but we see their willingness to 

accommodate the various programs and interests of the Grove while at the same time 

providing for their own interests -- a common theme over the next few years. It is also 

interesting to note that the tents sold and rented by the Company were mostly stark white, 

while those that Jacks had traded in were striped. Not only must it have been an 

interesting site to see the two styles together, but it was also a very visible reminder that in 

many ways the P.I.C. had picked up the torch from Jacks. (figure 5) 

Another testament to their fondness for developing the Grove can be found the 

following year in the building of a water system. The P .1. C. was not satisfied with the 

water situation at the Hotel Del Monte and as a result purchased a 6,000 acre tract in 

Carmel Valley. Chinese laborers, many who had worked on the railroad construction, 

proceeded to build a 23 mile pipeline from the valley to the hotel. The line passed through 

Pacific Grove and supplied the retreat with the additional water they needed during 

expansion years. Six years later the company built an even bigger reservoir to service the 

needs of the growing community-- all at their own expense.l6l The pipeline was not built 

160 McLane, 101 and 203. 

161 Lydon, 174. 
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Figure 5. Pacific Improvement Company tents, probably taken during the early 1880's. 

Photograph from the California Views Historical Photo Collection. 

specifically for the town but it illustrates how the Pacific Improvement Company, for the 

most part, was a major decision maker and activist for the entire Monterey Peninsula. 

The power of the Company could not be doubted at this time. They made significant 

changes in the area and were intent on bringing heretofore unseen numbers of people to 

the peninsula. The P.G.R.A. aware of the situation, and in response to the 1882 

population boom, took steps to make sure they retained some form of moral control over 



the Grove. The most obvious of these was the publication in 1883 of the "Rules and 

Regulations of the Pacific Grove Retreat."l62 
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The ''Rules and Regulations" began by declaring that on March 31, 1883, the Pacific 

Improvement Company and the Pacific Grove Retreat Association entered into a contract 

whereby the financial management of the retreat would be supervised by a Superintendent 

appointed by the Company while "the moral and prudential management and control. .. " 

would be carried out by the P.G.R.A. Also included was a clause requiring the 

Superintendent to aid in the enforcement ofthe Association's laws. 

Two things are striking about this section of the announcement. First, the two 

groups had already agreed to work together from the outset of their association. Most 

likely the contract they entered into was merely a formality and a way to publicly clear up 

any questions regarding the management of the Grove. 

The second striking clause gave the P.I.C. the right to name the Superintendent. 

Actually the history of the position is a little cloudy. It seems the Retreat Association 

chose their first superintendent in 1875, but, after Jacks took control the following year, it 

appears he and the P.G.R.A. made the decision together. By 1883 the Superintendent 

position was clearly chosen by the P.I.C. --although he would have to work closely and 

amicably with the Retreat Association. 

The first rules stated on the document have to do with the ''Uses ofProperty." They 

are straightforward and basically say that lots meant for residence purposes may not be 

used for business purposes and vice versa. There is also a clause prohibiting the 

transactions of business or goods on the Sabbath. The next set of rules prohibit the use of 

intoxicants, gambling, social and public dancing, and the use of profanity. The Methodist 

162 Copies of the ''Rules and Regulations of the Pacific Grove Retreat 
Association" can be found at the Pacific Grove Historical Society. 



influence on the Retreat is evident here, and it is clear they were following the original 

intent of the Retreat to furnish a haven from such vices. 
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The next set of rules are more practical in nature. They deal primarily with warnings 

against fast riding on the grounds and the cleanliness of its inhabitants. They also include 

prohibitions on firing one's guns and on animal stock roaming the streets. The last rule 

prohibits public parlors from staying open past 10:00 P.M. and that it states that "all 

persons are requested not to travel about the grounds or disturb in any way the quiet of 

the Grove after 10:30 P.M." Here the Retreat Association has actually set up a curfew to 

maintain not only their view of moral decency but the family flavor of the grounds. 

The Retreat Association, from its inception, always enforced a similar set of rules on 

the occupants of the Grove. It seems their more formal attempt at the same was mostly a 

way for them to exert their power. Everyday it was more and more evident that the 

retreat was not going to long remain a simple summer campground, and the P.G.R.A. 

knew that if they were not careful they would be in danger of losing even more control 

over the moral management of Pacific Grove. 

Year Round Business Comes to Pacific Grove 

In 1879, while working for David Jacks, Joseph Oscar Johnson was the head of one 

of the two families that called Pacific Grove home year round. By 1884 he was also 

(possibly for the second time) acting Superintendent of the retreat. His job, as an agent of 

the P.I.C., was to greet visitors or residents, sign them in and collect their fees, and work 

with the Retreat Association in the enforcement of rules and the development of the 

grounds. 
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In June of 1884 he brought up the idea of dedicating a block of lots to business. 163 

A little less than two years later, on February 27, 1886, The Monterey Argus announced 

that the P.I.C. was allowing construction of a business section. Before the announcement, 

the Company controlled who ran what types of businesses and only allowed them to be 

open only during the summer season. Now they were "abandoning the privilege system, 

and allowing any purchaser of a lot to conduct any sort of business he may see fit on his 

premises, except liquor traffic."164 Free trade was coming to the Grove. 

The P.I.C. had already begun laying out what would be the first addition to Pacific 

Grove. This included from 16th Street west to the gate and from the southside of 

Lighthouse Road two blocks up. It was decided that this side of Lighthouse would house 

the new business section. An auction that Johnson had advertised for March 6 was widely 

attended and lots sold well. Less than a week later construction had begun on the newly 

acquired lots.165 Clearly, the retreat was ready to do business. (figure 6) 

Soon after the auction, J.O. Johnson resigned as Superintendent to focus on his own 

affairs in the Grove. The most noteworthy of these was Mammoth Stables, located on a 

large lot a block up from Lighthouse in the new addition. The enterprise was a success 

and would be a fixture for many years to come. 

What is interesting here are the similarities between Johnson and David Jacks. By 

promoting the addition of a business section, buying much of that section, and even going 

so far as resigning his Superintendency, Johnson was clearly playing the role of booster--

163 Howard, Old P.G. Retreat, 3. 

164 Monterey Argus, 27 February, 1886. 

165 Ibid., 13 March, 1886. 
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Figure 6. The business section ofPacific Grove in 1891 --six years after year round 

stores came to town. Photograph from the California Views Historical Photo Collection. 

much like when Jacks had promoted the retreat, sold it, and then cashed in on what he had 

set in motion. 

At any rate, the new stores were nearing completion just in time for the 1886 

summer season.166 Before then there had only been a couple of restaurants, a general 

store, and a meat market -- all of them seasonal. But, within the span of only a few 

months, the following businesses opened in the Grove: a drug store, hardware store, book 

166 Ibid., 24 March, 1886. 



seller, butcher shop, cigar store, grocery store, boot and shoe store, and a general 

store.167 
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The following year the Grove's first real hotel opened its doors. In 1883 the Pacific 

Improvement Company built three tent cottages that were for a time operated on the hotel 

system, but they were nothing compared to the El Carmelo. (figure 7) With construction 

beginning near the first of the year, the hotel was officially opened on May 20. It was 

located at the comers of Grand and Fountain, and featured beautifully manicured grounds, 

114 rooms -- all with plumbing, and was supplied with gas from a nearby building 

constructed especially for the purpose.l68 The P.I.C. built the hotel primarily to provide a 

less expensive, but still elite, alternative on the peninsula to the Del Monte. But when the 

Del Monte accidentally burned down shortly after the El Carmela's opening it became, for 

a short time, the premier hotel in Monterey County. Lucy Neely McLane provides an 

amusing anecdote regarding the transfer of guests from the recently burned Del Monte to 

the El Carmelo. The P.I.C. asked the Retreat Association and other prominent citizens of 

the Grove if they could serve wine to their shaken guests. The retreat promptly denied this 

request and remained alcohol free.l69 

Only a couple of additional businesses opened in 1887 but the P.I.C. did lay the 

groundwork for future development. In May of that year the second and third additions to 

Pacific Grove were surveyed and filed with the county recorder.170 It did not take long 

167 The new businesses were arrived at by studying Don Howard's business lot 
history in The Old Pacific Grove Retreat. 

168 Howard, Old P.G. Retreat, 50. 

169 McLane, 116. 

170 Howard, Old P.G. Retreat, 355. 
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Figure 7. A view from the balcony of the El Carmelo Hotel, 1887. Photograph from the 

California Views Historical Photo Collection. 

for enterprising businessmen to take advantage of the situation and, after another 

successful auction, a whole new wave of businesses came to town. Among those that 

opened shop in 1888 were; a bakery, tin shop, candy kitchen, newspaper, blacksmith, 

doctor's office, sign painter, furniture store, hardware store, artist supply store, fiuit 

stand, and a lumber yard. 171 

171 Ibid. 
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It is not clear who ultimately made the decision to allow year round businesses in 

Pacific Grove, the P.I.C. or the P.G.R.A. Most likely the Company had the final say but 

proceeded with the Association's support. Whatever the case, the decision was obviously 

a response to the recent population boom and was one of the first indicators that Pacific 

Grove was on its way to becoming a full-fledged town. 

The Population Boom 

Almost immediately following the Pacific Improvement Company's purchase of the 

Grove, there was a significant increase in the number of lots being sold and the number of 

full-time residents. Remember that in 1879 there were only two families living in the 

retreat year round, and only eight families by 1881. By 1884, the number of year round 

residents had grown to an estimated 1 00. l72 Just two years later there were close to 

eighty families calling the retreat home. The numbers had grown steadily if not 

spectacularly each year since the P.I.C. 's involvement, and a study of Don Howard's lot 

history in Rancho to Retreat: 1830-1930 Land Titles hint at some possible trends at work. 

Howard does an amazing job of listing the transaction history of every lot in Pacific 

Grove from its inception to the 1930's. There are of course some holes in the history due 

to insufficient or missing records, but the entire enterprise is painstakingly accurate and 

well worth close examination. 173 

Unfortunately, the records during the David Jacks years, from 1875 through 1880, 

are rather slim and it is difficult to determine the number oflots sold in this time. In 1881, 

172 Lydon, 169. 

173 I came to the following figures by adding the number oflots sold each year 
and who sold them. As mentioned, some of the data Howard studied was incomplete but 
his study is a good indicator of lot sales during this time. 
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however, the first full year under new management, the Company sold about 128lots. 

The following year the number jumps to 405 lots, only to fall back to an average of about 

30 sales per year from 1883-1886. The reason for this dramatic rise and subsequent fall is 

not entirely understood, but it could simply have to do with the number of available lots. 

It is not unreasonable to assume that the P.I.C. sold the majority oflots later in 1881, after 

the Company had plenty of time to investigate their new holdings. Most likely they began 

to advertise the lots they had for sale in and around Monterey and Pacific Grove. If they 

did so none of the ads have survived. 

Regardless of their methods, it is clear that 1882 was the high water mark for sales. 

Up until now all ofthe lots the P.I.C. sold were from the original St. John Cox survey. 

The decline seen in the following years was probably due to most of desirable lots in the 

original grounds already being sold, not to a lack of interest in development Between 

1883 and 1886 Howard records only 22lot sales from the original map. During these 

years an additional 68 lots were purchased in what would soon become the first addition 

to the Grove. 

Remember that it was in February of 1886 that the retreat announced plans for the 

addition of a year round business section. Consequently the papers from that year 

discussed at length the continual erections of cottages. One of the first editions of the 

Pacific Grove Review, the retreat's first paper which will be delt with shortly, stated that 

in November of that month there were 205 cottages hooked up to the water system -- 87 

of them drawing water year round. 174 The increase in permanent dwellings was very 

much tied to the news that Pacific Grove was open for year round business and was no 

longer simply a summer retreat. 

174 Pacific Grove Review, 24 November, 1888. 
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By the following year, 1887, the P.I.C. had officially surveyed and laid out the first 

three additions to the retreat. Of 149lots sold by the Company that year, all but II were 

in the new additions. The following year all of the 90 recorded sales were in the new 

additions. The same article states that in late I887, 132 of3II cottages were daily 

drawing water, while in 1889, 203 of355 cottages were occupied year round. 175 It was 

probably no accident that the P.I.C. announced their year round business plan a year 

before the first three additions were ready for sale. This gave the new business owners a 

chance to have their shops running by the time the 1887 season came around. Visitors 

were then able to see that significant changes were underway which gave them the feeling 

that they were able to get in on the ground floor of a successful new venture. 

In I888, however, Pacific Grove was still very much a summer retreat. Only a few 

hundred people actually lived in the Grove full time. For them, most of the year passed in 

relative peace. Women from Monterey had begun coming to the area to do some of their 

shopping and the Del Monte provided a regular stream of guests coming to see the Grove, 

but they were for the most part a fairly isolated community outside of Monterey. 

However, for a span of about four months during the summer, Pacific Grove became a 

resort. Literally thousands of people would descend on the Grove in a matter of weeks. 

The full timers and the P.I.C. would ready the tents and work on the grounds in 

anticipation of the influx of guests and, for those few months, the Grove was a beehive of 

activity. Then, just as suddenly, they would clear out -- only to return the following year. 

When an article from 1887 in the Monterey Argus reported that with the end of the season 

175 Ibid. 



the "dull times" were upon them, many residents probably let out a small sigh of relief, 

happy to return to their unhurried lifestyle. 176 

Real Estate Speculation 
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Soon after the P.I.C. bought the land where they would eventually build the Hotel 

Del Monte, the Monterey Californian reported that "curious speculators are arriving who 

are anxiously watching for opportunities to invest in the adjacent or immediate 

surroundings of the grove or beach." 177 It is not unreasonable to assume that some of 

these probably found their way into Pacific Grove, much to the chagrin of the Retreat 

Association who started the campground to provide a place free from the trappings of 

commerce and real estate interests. They had even gone so far as to originally limit the 

number of lots a person could hold at one time to two -- although for reasons unknown 

(perhaps when the land reverted back to Jacks) they did away with this rule. But, upon 

closer examination, the development of the Grove was driven by speculation from the very 

beginning. 

David Jacks may have given the land for a retreat to the Methodists out of 

generosity, but it was shown that he had a great deal to gain financially from its success. 

He had played and integral part in its development and was rewarded when he sold most 

of his holdings to the P.I.C. in 1880. Even then Jacks engaged in speculation with the 100 

or so lots he kept for himself. lf the Company increased the value of the lands, which they 

did, Jacks stood to make a tidy profit in the future sale of these lots, which he did. 

176 Monterey Argus, 19 November, 1887. 

177 Monterey Californian, 23 December, 1879. 
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Jacks, J.O. Johnson, and the Pacific Improvement Company are examples ofboosters 

taking advantage of their ability to initiate change and in tum profit from it. In other 

words, all three were in a position to increase the not only their holdings but the entire 

value of the retreat·- Jacks and the P.I.C. as landlords, and Johnson as the 

Superintendent. An interpretation of Howard's data hints at another type of speculator at 

work in the Grove -- the independent entrepreneur hoping to buy in at a time when an area 

is ripe for an increase in land values. 

In 1881 the P.I.C. sold 128lots to 61 individuals-- an average of two lots to each 

person. Records of sales show many one, two, or three lot transactions, but very few 

involving four or more lots. The following year, however, it took only 115 transactions to 

sell 405 lots for an average of almost four lots per transaction -- nearly double the 

previous year. We also see many more sales in the 4-10 lot range than before. 

The sale of multiple lots are a clear indication that individual real estate speculation 

was alive and well in 1882 at the latest. Records for the following few years are not as 

clear, but what there are, seem to reinforce this idea. Further examination does show that 

a significant number of people who bought lots during these years turned around and sold 

them very quickly to a relative or other individual, indicating that not everyone buying 

numerous lots did so for the purposes of speculation. However, there are not enough of 

these cases to disregard the previous conclusion. 

By 1883 the P.I.C. had built an office in Pacific Grove to serve the needs of the 

retreaters as well as to function as the first real estate office. The first independently 

owned real estate office was probably run by B. Barber in 1886.178 Lots sold briskly in 

1888 as evidenced by a piece in The Monterey Argus that mentioned 45 lots being sold in 

178 Monterey Argus, 17 April, 1886. 
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January alone for between $125-1,000 each. 179 It was no surprise then when the retreat's 

first paper, the Pacific Grove Review, made its debut on May 5, 1888. It was published 

by B.A. Eardley, a local businessman, and was actually more a listing of available lots 

than an actual newspaper, as is evidenced by its opening lines: ''PACIFIC GROVE 

REVIEW, -Devoted to the- Real Estate Interests ofMonterey County."180 Soon after its 

first appearance the format was changed to that of a regular newspaper but the idea that a 

paper strictly focused on real estate (albeit one that featured ads for lots in Monterey as 

well) could appear at all is strong evidence that these interests were the driving force 

behind Pacific Grove's growth at that time. 

Pacific Grove Finds It's Identity 

The time between the Pacific Improvement Company's appearance and the call for 

incorporation were essentially the years when Pacific Grove forged much of its identity, 

growing from a summer resort into a full-fledged town. The town had a new benefactor 

with deeper pockets and significant intellectual and structural improvements came very 

quickly. This was also an important time for the Retreat Association which was forced to 

find even more ways to retain moral control over an ever changing landscape. 

It is clear that during their first few years in charge the Pacific Improvement 

Company was successful in bringing heretofore unseen numbers of people to Monterey 

and Pacific Grove. The building of the Del Monte and the development and improvement 

of the Grove made it inevitable that people would come to the area to stay. From the very 

beginning, when they offered discounts on travel, the Southern Pacific Railroad Company 

179 Ibid., 4 February, 1888. 

180 Pacffic Grove Review, 5 May, 1888. 
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promoted Pacific Grove. When they bought the retreat and had more of a vested interest 

in its development, their support increased as well. 

Soon after the Hotel Del Monte was completed, efforts were directed at the 

completion of a scenic coast drive that would show off the scenery to the influx of visitors. 

What was soon to become known as Seventeen Mile Drive was completed around 1881 

and is still one of the peninsula' s most featured attractions. The road goes in a rough 

circle from Monterey through Pacific Grove, around the point of the bay and back. In the 

1880's guests could take a buggy trip on the road, view first hand the beautiful visages 

and stop at one of the "exotic" Chinese fishing villages along the way. 181 Seventeen Mile 

Drive quickly became a "must do" activity for anyone new to the area and was one of the 

reasons for Monterey's rapid accession to the forefront of California's tourist spots. 

While the reservoir was a major factor in the growth of the community, one could 

argue that an even bigger influence was the continuation of the railroad into Pacific Grove. 

The February 11, 1888 edition of the The Monterey Argus announced that a standard 

gauge railroad was to connect with the Monterey railroad and run through Pacific Grove 

to the mouth of the Carmel River, a total of about 16 miles.182 The line would not open 

until August 1 the following year, but even the idea of such a line proved enough to stir up 

a call for Pacific Grove to incorporate. Interestingly enough, above the proceeding article 

an announcement mentioned Castroville's citizens calling for their own incorporation. 

Since the Southern Pacific made Castroville a featured hub, the population had doubled 

and much like citizens in the Grove would soon do, they fought to incorporate. As they 

had done countless times before, the Southern Pacific made a town. 

181 Lydon, 167. 

182 The Monterey Argus, 11 February, 1888. 
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Along with making dramatic changes, like the reservoir and the new railroad line, the 

P.I.C. made subtle improvements to the area. The local newspapers were constantly 

listing instances of street repairs and road gravelling. In fact, the gardener who maintained 

the magnificent Hotel Del Monte grounds also headed routine street improvement projects 

in the Grove. Of course, none of these improvements were done out of the kindness of 

the P.I.C. 's directors' hearts. They were part of a well thought out plan to increase the 

property values in the area, thereby increasing their own wealth. 

There does seem to be one instance, however, where the company had seemingly 

altruistic motives. In March of 1888 it donated $10,000 to the construction of a 

Methodist church.l83 Although, even this instance of generosity has been interpreted as a 

way for the Southern Pacific to tum general sentiment in their favor.184 The well 

documented Mussel Slough incident where five squatters were killed by men representing 

the Railroad had happened in May of 1880, and was still on many people's minds. 185 Its 

donation may have been a way to generate better press for the Railroad and put the 

Mussel Slough incident behind them. 

Oddly enough, the Methodists were not the first denomination to have a permanent 

church built in the Grove. The year before, an Episcopalian church was built on land 

donated by the Company. It is interesting to note that in 1886 the P.G.R.A. had denied a 

petition to build the church, possibly because they wanted the Methodists to have the 

183 Ibid., 24 March, 1888. 

184 McLane, 241. 

185 William Deverell, Railroad Crossing: Californians and the Railroad 
1850-1910 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1994) 57. 
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retreat's first permanent place ofworship. 186 Whatever their reasoning, it appears the 

Association soon relented and rather quickly raised $15,000 to go with the P.I.C. donation 

for their own church. 

The denial by the P.G.R.A. is curious because Pacific Grove was historically open to 

a wealth of denominations. Methodism was not originally founded on a rejection of other 

religions, but rather as a way to more fully delve into the teachings of the Bible. From its 

beginning, the Retreat Association seemed to embrace the idea. The retreat itself was 

never intended to be strictly Methodist. It was founded on Methodist teachings and by 

Methodists leaders but was open to all denominations and was always billed as a Christian 

seaside resort. The first Chautauqua organizers were sure to note that it was not sectarian 

and was open to "any person, of whatever religious belief. .. " 187 Ironically, by accepting 

all beliefs, the Retreat Association probably helped to decrease their influence in the 

Grove. But, despite the varied religious beliefs, a there were a number of places where 

the Methodist influence could be seen. 

With the introduction of the Chautauqua in 1880 and the California State Sabbath 

School Association the previous year, an intellectual movement began that would largely 

contribute to the development of the Grove. The Chautauqua movement introduced an 

educated class of people to the area -- many of whom would permanently settle on the 

peninsula. Pacific Grove soon became a haven for intellectuals, philosophers and poets. 

In 1886, the same year permanent stores were introduced, the P.I.C. built a museum 

housing "a fine collection of historic and scientific relics .. .. " 188 The first public school 

186 Monterey Argus, 24 April, 1886. 

187 Ibid., 10 July, 1880. 

188 Ibid., 13 February, 1886. 
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started the previous year and despite some early financial problems (funds were raised by 

subscription), was soon a well run entity and one in which the citizens could take pride. 189 

A children's singing school also appeared at this time and would periodically close, only to 

appear in a slightly different form several months later. 

Coinciding with the rise in intellectually related endeavors, was an increase in 

organizations aimed at increasing public awareness and the betterment of people who had 

fallen on hard times. In 1886 the most outspoken of these groups, the Women's Christian 

Temperance Movement, or W.C.T.U., was formed. 19° Consistent with Methodist 

ministers who spent a great deal of time preaching on the evils of alcohol, the W.C.T.U. 

was most vocal on this matter. It soon had a weekly column in The Monterey Argus and 

was a visible, outspoken presence at most public events. Women in general, it seemed, 

found a large portion of their social interaction in ''Ladies" groups. Among those formed 

between 1886 and 1888 were the Ladies Library Association, the Ladies Social Union, 

and the Ladies Aid Society.191 The groups not only provided a way for women to 

interact closely with each other, they helped initiate beneficial social change as well. L.G. 

Woodhouse, for example, donated eight lots for the establishment of a Woman's Home. 

Women comprised the entire corps of officers and Board ofTrustees. 192 

Along with creating social outlets, this is also the era that produced the first fire 

department, post office, sheriff, justice of the peace, doctor's office, and, as mentioned 

189 Ibid., 12 June, 1886. 

190 Ibid., 13 March, 1886. 

191 Ibid., 18 February, 1888~ 1 May, 1886~ 27 November, 1886. 

192 Ibid., 15 October, 1887. 
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earlier, business section and hotel industry. The Pacific Improvement Company had come 

in and, within six years, turned a summer retreat with two year round families into a 

thriving community. With the news that the Railroad was going to build a station in the 

downtown area, the citizen's calls for incorporation were merely a formality. Pacific 

Grove was ready to become a town. 
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CHAPTER4 

THE CITY OF PACIFIC GROVE 

It took roughly fifteen years for the Pacific Grove Retreat to grow into a full-fledged 

town. The founders were not looking to create a new place to live, they simply wanted to 

provide a place where people could focus on Christian worship and prayer in an 

environment free of real estate speculation. It is doubtful that the founders would have 

predicted incorporation for the campground -- especially the way it happened. The story, 

filled with real estate tycoons, big money, and best represented by the Southern Pacific 

Railroad, had been seen in the West before. 

In May of 1889, Chinese laborers began working on an extension of the railroad 

track in Monterey. Originally, the Company planned on running the line all the way to a 

section of coal deposits in the Carmel Valley. However, after making its way through 

Pacific Grove and around the point near Lake Majella, the construction stopped. 193 The 

line opened to passengers on August 1, 1889, and, during the next decade, an average of 

three passenger trains per day would stop in the city of Pacific Grove. 194 

193 Lydon, 107. The Pacific Improvement Company used sand from here to 
smooth the rails of their tracks. Eventually, around the tum of the century, they began to 
sell the sand to makers of glass and turned a significant profit. 

194 McLane, 274-275. 
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Incorporation and the Board of Trustees 

Two months before the completion of the line, in June of 1889, Pacific Grove 

incorporated as a city of the sixth class. During the previous decade Pacific Grove had 

slowly distanced itself from Monterey. The creation of a business section and the steady 

rise in population provided the Grove with its own identity, one distinct from that of its 

neighbor. Monterey saw a small gain in prosperity as a result of the Hotel Del Monte and 

the added tourism it brought, but the city did not begin its climb back to prominence until 

the number of canning companies increased in the decade before the 1920's. The call to 

incorporate met with little resistance from citizens of either town and the transition to 

cityhood progressed smoothly. If not for the Board of Trustees, the change probably 

would not have affected the Grove at all. 

On June 29, in the town's first significant move after incorporation, Pacific Grove 

elected its first trustees, who pledged to protect the unique qualities of the original 

retreat. 195 Almost immediately, the trustees enacted a series of restrictive ordinances. An 

example of their motives can be found in the Pacific Grove Town Meeting Minutes of 

September 2, 1889. Here an ordinance passed "for the Preservation of Peace and Good 

Order, and for the Protection of the Persons and the Preservation of the Morals in the city 

ofP.G."196 Soon city leaders enacted ordinances prohibiting shooting in town, places of 

immoral character (there were none to begin with), playing ball in the street, and riding or 

195 Fink, 173. 

196 Pacific Grove Town Meeting Minutes (Pacific Grove City Hall, Book 1, 
1889-1894), 6. 
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driving on the sidewalk. They even went so far as to have the night watclunan ring the fire 

bell every night to announce the curfew. 197 

Some citizens voiced opposition to the new, stricter rules, but not for the most 

obvious reasons. It seems that very few people minded the loss of freedoms, but some 

worried about the effect the new laws might have on real estate values. They appeared to 

have been in the minority, however, and little came from their complaints. 198 

The Board of Trustees informally took over some of the duties previously held by the 

Retreat Association. City fathers were probably attempting to preserve the moral integrity 

of the town at a time when its newfound status as a city promised to bring more people 

into the fold. Much like the Retreat Association's original ''Rules and Regulations" after 

the sale to the P.I.C., the Board of Trustees created their rules soon after incorporation. 

And, as they had done before, the townspeople seemed, for the most part, to accept the 

changes. 

By incorporating Pacific Grove, community leaders essentially accomplished three 

purposes. First, town leaders were able to exert more social control by replacing "rules" 

with "laws." Secondly, the move allowed taxes collected by the city to be used by Board 

of Trustees to make various improvements to the grounds, and minimize its financial 

dependence on the P.I.C. 199 Finally, incorporation allowed citizens and perspective 

citizens to feel as if they were part of a lasting community rather than an impermanant 

summer retreat. 

197 Ibid., 16, 32, 91, and 123. 

198 Fink, 171. 

199 Eric H. Monkkonen, America Becomes Urban: The Development of U.S. 
Cities & Towns 1780-1980. (Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California Press, 
1988) 4 and 212-215. 
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The Pacific Improvement Company Continues to Make Improvements 

The Pacific Improvement Company continued to donate land and manpower to the 

Grove, but by charging a nominal fee for such jobs as watering the grounds or for the use 

of one of their buildings as a firehouse, the Company took advantage of the tax base 

created by incorporation. 200 Before, they probably would have provided these services 

for free. 

But, while the P.I.C. took a moderately harder line in their dealings with the Grove, 

their penchant for boosterism remained high. Bedson A. Eardley, editor of the Pacific 

Grove Review, resigned from that post, and took over as Superintendent for the Company 

soon after the city was incorporated. He remained the most prominent real estate agent in 

the area for a number of years, and did a worthy job of generating interest in the Grove. 

Although it is not known if Eardley masterminded the distribution of pamphlets 

promoting the benefits of the Grove, many of which went to eastern states; the plan 

proved to be an effective form of advertisement. An example from 1890 lists, among 

other things, the El Carmelo, the school system, the bathhouse, stores, the unlimited water 

supply, ease and affordability of railroad travel, the various meetings held during the 

summer, and the moral tone as reasons for visiting. The religious climate was also listed 

as a benefit, but compared to earlier advertisements dealing with the Grove, religious 

affiliation was noticeably downplayed.201 

200 Pacific Grove Town Meeting Minutes, 56 and 269. 

201 Pacific Grove, Near Monterey, California: The Great Family Resort of the 
Pacific Coast: Announcement for 1890 Summer Season (San Francisco: Crocker and Co. 
Printers, 1890). 
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Along with improvements in advertising, the Grove upgraded in other areas as well. 

The town's Minutes are full of references to grading, sewer installations, and general 

cosmetic improvements. Paved roads did not come until well after the tum of the century, 

but gravel donated by the P.I.C. went a long way toward improving the condition of the 

grounds. In August of 1890, the trustees granted the right to lay tracks throughout the 

town to a street railway company headed by Juan Malarin. Less than a year later, 

President Benjamin Harrison made the initial horsecar ride to Monterey. Electric street 

cars did not make their appearance until after 1900, but Malarin' s system provided an 

easy, cheap ride between the towns. 202 

In 1892, the Pacific Improvement Company provided for construction of the 

Hopkins Seaside Lab at Lover's Point. An auxiliary of Stanford University, it soon gained 

prominence as one of the premier Marine labs in the nation, and gave Pacific Grove 

another claim to intellectual superiority. 

Another welcome improvement came in the form of a garbage chute built in June of 

1895.203 The increase in garbage (due to the expanding population) became a nuisance 

around town, and the chute, located just past Lover's Point, allowed people to dump.their 

waste into the bay instead of burying it in their backyard. (figure 8) However, when the 

idea of electrical power was introduced to the Grove in 1891, the proposal did not receive 

strong support. Initially, many residents balked at the notion of electricity coming to 

town, perhaps regarding it as example of the gradual shift away from its humble 

202 For an excellent discussion of modes of travel throughout the history of 
Monterey and Pacific Grove, see Erie C. Hanson's, Monterey and Pacific Grove Street 
Car Era (Glendale: Interurban Press, 1990). 

203 Howard, Old P.G. Retreat, 82. 



beginnings. 204 At any rate, they soon relented and were ushered into the twentieth 

century in a ray of manmade light. 
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Figure 8. The early Pacific Grove dump, located just beyond Lovers Point. Citizens 

would back their garbage up to the ramp and release it into the bay. Photograph from the 

California Historical Views Photo Collection. 

204 Pac(fic Grove Review, 14 February, 1891. 
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The 1900 Census 

Unfortunately, almost the entire 1890 census was destroyed in a warehouse fire 

during the 1920's. This makes an analysis of the town's early years problematic because it 

was the first census conducted after Pacific Grove incorporated. However, the 1900 

census is almost fully intact, and allows for a peek into the kind of people living in the 

Grove at the tum of the century. It is also a valuable tool for better understanding what 

helped motivate people to move to the town. 

Perhaps the most striking revelation gleaned from the census is that Pacific Grove 

housed a large number of elderly citizens. Table 1 shows that of the roughly 32% of 

heads of household that were not married, the widowed, most of whom had relatively high 

financial resources, outnumber the never married by over two to one. This suggests that 

the community welcomed the aged and provided the opportunity for them to lead 

comfortable lives. Furthermore, with the average household head almost 54 years old, it is 

clear that the town contained many older people at or near the age of retirement, with few 

young children. Consequently, the abundance of clubs, unions, and communities 

(especially for women) provided chances for the elderly to participate in the community 

and further enhanced their enjoyment of life in the Grove. 

Table 1 also shows that married adults outnumbered single adults by a significant 

margin. People came to Pacific Grove to settle down with their family, not to meet a 

potential spouse. With so many married, older, financially well off couples it is no surprise 

that when the Board of Trustees initiated their prohibitive ordinances very few citizens 

voiced much opposition. Apparently, the average citizen wanted rules in place to protect 

his or her quiet, relaxed way oflife. 
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Table 1. Heads of Household Marital Status205 

Marital Status Number Responding 
Married 229 66% 

Widowed 77 22% 

Single 36 10% 

Divorced 5 1% 

Not Available 51 

It is clear from Table 2 that very few immigrants came to Pacific Grove, their low 

numbers probably best explained by lack of income and a shortage of rental housing. By 

1900 most newly arrived immigrants were of the Catholic or Eastern Orthodox faith. 

Consequently, middle or upper middle class families dominated the landscape and 

prevented poorer, newly arrived immigrants from making it their home. Moreover, the 

myth of special origins prevalent in the Grove led people to believe that a special set of 

205 All tables culled from the 1900 United States Census. Omitted from my data 
are the roughly 200 Chinese inhabitants of the nearby fishing village. Technically they 
were a part of Pacific Grove, but except for a limited amount of business interaction the 
two communities existed independently of each other. By the tum of the century, 
however, residents of the Grove were complaining that the smell of drying squid drove 
down the value of their homes and created a general nuisance. In 1906, shortly before the 
P.I.C. had planned to evict the Chinese, their village mysteriously went up in flames. 
Nobody knows if it was an accident or arson, but circumstantial evidence supports the 
latter. The fire forced the Chinese out of their homes and quickly ended their relationship 
with the Grove. Unfortunately, most of Pacific Grove and Monterey gladly said goodbye 
to their unwanted neighbors, and while most citizens did not condone the intentional (if it 
was intentional) fire, they were quick to put the incident behind them. For more 
information on the Chinese history in the area see Sandy Lydon's Chinese Gold: The 
Chinese in the Monterey Bay Region (Capitola: Capitola Book Company, 1985). 

·-



religious principles guided the founding and development of the city, and helped keep 

immigrants away. 

Table 2. Place of Birth for Heads of Household 
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Place of Birth Number Household Heads RespondinE 
United States 220 82% 

England 20 7% 

Other 28 10% 

Not Available 130 

The aflluence ofPacific Grove is apparent in Tables 3 and 4. Over half of the town's 

heads of households owned their dwellings. The national average for home ownership at 

the time rested at 3 7 percent. Also striking is that of these 210 cases, only 17 percent 

mortaged their houses, compared to 28 percent nationally. 206 This suggests a relatively 

well-off community where people were permanently attached to their homes. Other data 

from the census shows that of352 known responses only 16 households employed 

servants. The community maintained a level of aflluence but not extreme wealth, in part 

due to the still significant number of the largely middle class Methodist movement. In 

other words, the middle to high middle class dominated Pacific Grove's landscape. Most 

of the houses in the Grove were of ample but moderate size and mansions were the 

exception, not the rule. Again it is suggested that Pacific Grove attracted a well-to-do 

class of people content to live their lives in peace and not get caught up in the game of 

one-upping their neighbors. 

206 Monkkonen, 199-200. 
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Table 3. Tenure Status for Heads of Household 

Tenure Status Number Hoosehold Heads Respondin2 
Own 210 54% 

Rent 177 45% 

Not Available 11 

Table 4. Status of Homeowners 

Ownership Status Number Household Heads Respondin2 
Free 170 83% 

Mortage 35 17'l/o 

Not Available 5 

Another indicator of the town's middle class status can be found in the types of 

occupations Pacific Grove residents held. A look at Table 5 shows that over 500/o of the 

heads of households were involved in some form of white-collar work, and another 27% 

were skilled blue collar workers. Less than a quarter of the family heads then were 

semiskilled or unskilled laborers. Clearly, these were mostly skilled workers making an 

adequate wage with a reasonable level of job security. Difficulties arise in differentiating 

between the retired and the unemployed, but it seems that there were a significant number 

of retirees who came from the East looking for more favorable living conditions. 2°7 

207 Robert M. Fogelson, The Fragmented Metropolis: Los Angeles, 1850-1930, 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California Press, 1867) 67-68. Despite the 
differences in size, Pacific Grove and Los Angeles were both predominantly middle class 
communities with similiar socio-economic characteristics. 
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It is also interesting to note that very few citizens worked outside of the Grove. As 

is consistant with one of Kenneth Jackson's characteristics of walking cities, many Pacific 

Grove residents owned and operated their own businesses within city limits, and a 

significant number of these lived above or in close proximity to their shops. Moreover, 

the compact quality of Pacific Grove allowed older residents to obtain goods and maintain 

social interaction easily.208 

The 1887 Sanborn Fire Map combined with the census show that there was little if 

any socio-economically defined neighborhoods in the Grove. 209 This furthered the small 

town ambiance and close knit community and shows that life moved at a relatively slow 

pace with little attention paid to one's financial worth. 

2°8 Jackson, 14-16. 

209 Pacific Grove Sanborn Map, (New York: Sanborn-Perris Map Co. Limited, 
1897). 
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Table 5. Occupational Rankings for Heads ofHousehold210 

Occu(tational Ranki~~g Number Household Beads Responding. 
I. High White-Collar 50 270/o 

II. Low White-Collar 45 24% 

III. Skilled Blue-Collar 51 27% 

IV. Semiskilled Blue-Collar 19 10% 

V. Unskilled/Menial Laborer 22 12% 

Not Available or Retired 211 

Beyond providing evidence of an older, married, affluent community, an 

interpretation of the census hints at other characteristics of Pacific Grove as well. No less 

than eight respondents listed their occupation as Minister. This, coupled with the fact that 

at least five churches were operating in 1900, illustrates that the town remained extremely 

religious. It also shows that while devoutly religious, residents were open to and 

embraced a number of different denominations. Freedom of religious expression was at a 

premium, even if other personal freedoms were often limited. 

The census also shows that compared to many places at the tum of the century, 

women owned a significant number of houses. The reasons are unknown, but probably 

have to do with the large percentage of elderly residents. Many of the women owners 

were older and probably felt safe, secure, and wanted in the Grove. The high percentage 

210 Occupational Rankings are taken from Stephan Themstrom's The Other 
Bostonians: Poverty and Progress in the American Metropolis (Boston: Harvard 
University Press, 1976) 290-292. High white-collar jobs include professionals, major 
proprietors, and city or government officials. Low white-collar jobs are composed of 
clerks and semiprofessionals. Those who listed themselves as farmers or capitalists were 
not included in the tables because it is difficult to establish their socio-economic status. 
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of widowed residents without children also indicates that the town attracted people with 

significant disposable incomes. Another factor stems from casualities suffered in the Civil 

War. Most women widowed during the War were entering their advanced years by the 

tum of the century and many with sufficient resources probably enjoyed the Grove's 

atmosphere. 

The 1900 census provides us with a clearer picture of who made up the community 

of Pacific Grove. Married, in their 50's, and well-off financially, the average citizen 

worked in town or had retired, practiced some form of religion, and came from the United 

States. Together they made up a tight knit community who valued their peace and quiet 

and appreciated the small town atmosphere of Pacific Grove. When they looked 25 years 

into the future, the founders of the Pacific Grove Retreat Association probably did not 

expect anything less. 
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SUMMARY 

Although the founding of Pacific Grove is most often viewed as a unique process, the 

reality is that its orgins are actually indicative of Western expansion as a whole. Despite 

the persistence of these myths, boosterism and capitalism made the building of the town 

possible. The power of big money fits in with recent Western historiography which tends 

to focus on these elements as the pime motivating factors for change. However, part of 

the myth is true. The utopian visions of the founders and early citizens played an 

important role in the town's formation. Ultimately, the combination allowed the town to 

grow in a uniquely social manner, although driven by the usual Western modes of change. 

Pacific Grove began as a summer retreat where people could forget about the rigors 

and distractions of everyday life and focus on their families and religious worship. The 

Pacific Grove Retreat Association had hoped to keep real estate speculation out of the 

endeavor entirely, but it soon became apparent that a strong devotion to God did not 

insure the capital needed to run a summer campground. After the first year, when they 

could not pay back their loan, ownership of the land reverted back to David Jacks, who 

quickly sold to a branch of the Southern Pacific Railroad. Without these two entities and 

their talent for boosterism, the retreat would never have been able to make improvements 

on the land or draw the interest of newcomers to the area. 

While they did not initially want to be involved with real estate speculators, the 

Retreat Association quickly adapted to their new landlords. By working with Jacks and 

the Pacific Improvement Company, the P.G.R.A was able to maintain certain principles on 

which they were founded. Religion, although not necessarily Methodism, continued to be 

a focal point which united the citizens in a common goal and ensured the continuation of a 

strict, moral community. 
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This mutually beneficial relationship allowed the Retreat Association and the 

speculators to grow together. By allowing religion to flourish, the P.I.C. especially 

benefited through an increased interest among those wanting to relocate to the Grove. A 

special niche was created that drew people to Pacific Grove and allowed them to settle 

with like minded individuals. Real estate and religion then combined their personal 

agendas and together created a close knit community built around God but built by wealth. 

Pacific Grove continued to grow after 1900 but it's destiny had largely been 

determined. The Pacific Improvement Company remained active in the Grove and made a 

few more additions until geographical boundaries prevented further development. The 

Retreat Association also continued to exert moral influence (albeit in a much more limited 

capacity than during the first 25 years) in the town. Both groups would remain active well 

into the 1920's. 

Throughout the years Pacific Grove stayed true to it's conservative roots. The town 

waited until 1969 before allowing liquor to be sold within city limits, making it the last dry 

city in California. Other similarities between the early and the modem days in the Grove 

can be found as well. Pacific Grove still gets a smattering of day tourists staying in 

Monterey, and many homeowners keep their house in the Grove as a weekend or summer 

retreat from the Silicon Valley or the San Francisco Bay Area. The town still boasts a 

substantial number of churches and a rather odd combination of free thinking although 

ultimately conservative citizenry. And although there is no longer a curfew bell, the Grove 

for the most part, preserves it's small town atmosphere by shutting down around 10:00 

P.M. 

Modem day citizens of Pacific Grove like to think that the city has a unique history 

with noble beginnings free from the normal trappings of a capitalist society. And to an 

extent they are right -- it was founded on a strict set of moral and religious principles. The 
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true story of Pacific Grove's development, however, is one driven by wealthy landowners, 

Railroad interests, and real estate speculation. Yet, despite major similarities to most 

Western development, Pacific Grove has retained many of the traits that attracted the first 

wave of settlers to her shores. 
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APPENDIX 1 

1900 Pacific Grove Census: Heads of Households 

Marital Own/Rent #In House-
Status Place Own Free/ Hold 

Age of Birth Mortgage Occupation 

66 m England 0 f 2 ? Farmer 
61 wd ME 0 f 2 ng 
47 m OH r r 4 3 Machinist 
44 m CA r r 6 3 Jeweler 
41 m sc r r 10 ? Farmer 
29 m CA r r 5 1 Civil Engineer 
62 w vr r r 2 ng 
40 m OH r r 3 1 Minister 
58 w OH 0 m 1 ng 
28 m OH r r 3 3 Baker 
47 m MA r r 4 2 City Marshall 
28 m Scotland 0 m 6 2 Store Owner 
40 m England r r 2 1 Lawyer 
63 w MA 0 m 1 ng 
80 w Scotland r r 3 ng 
40 m CA r r 4 2 Dressmaker 
63 m vr r r 2 ? Farmer 
47 m Scotland 0 m 6 2 Proprietor 
54 m Canada 0 f 4 1 Grocer 
45 m Canada 0 m 7 1 Undertaker 
50 m NH 0 f 5 1 Grocer 
57 m NY 0 f 3 ? Farmer 
41 m CA r r 6 ? Farmer 
60 w PA r r 1 ? Farmer 
61 w ME 0 f 2 1 Female Physician 
67 m PA r r 2 ng 
34 m MO r r 4 1 Grocer 
67 w vr 0 f 1 ng 
74 m Canada 0 f 2 3 Carpenter 
32 m NY r r 3 ng 
63 s Germany r r 1 5 Gardener 
66 m WI 0 f 2 3 House Painter 
68 w NY 0 m 3 ng 
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63 w ME r r 1 ng 
79 w MO 0 1 ng 
50 w IL 0 f 2 ng 
52 d MO r r 6 ng 
68 m England 0 f 5 2 Hardware Clerk 
38 s England r r 3 3 Baker 
32 m NY 0 f 5 ? Farmer 
49 m MA 2 ng 
47 m NY r r 4 1 Lawyer 
52 m WI r r 4 2 Real Estate 
30 m Ml r r 2 3 Jeweler 
37 m CA r r 2 1 Teacher 
36 w Scotland r r 1 3 Baker 
69 m England 0 2 2 Store Owner 
37 d IL 0 2 5 Gardener 
49 s OH 0 f 1 ng 
60 s Ireland r r 1 5 Wood Yard 
82 m MD 0 f 2 ng 
56 m ME r r 9 4 Butcher 
50 m NY r r 7 3 Carpenter 
57 m OH r r 4 ? Farmer 
39 m lA 0 f 3 ng 
38 m CA r r 6 3 Carrige Painter 
63 m NY 0 f 2 1 Contractor 
52 m NY r r 2 2 Takes in Lodgers 
42 s CA 0 f 1 ng 
80 m NY 0 f 2 2 Public Notary 
42 m OH 0 m 3 2 Plumber 
35 m CA r r 3 ng 
74 w VT r r 4 ng 
53 m VT r r 4 1 Minister 
41 m lA 0 f 3 3 Baker 
66 w NH r r 1 2 PatentMedAgent 
35 m IN r r 5 1 Civil Engineer 
39 m IL r r 3 ng 
72 m England 0 f 2 ? Farmer 
78 w NH 0 f 1 ng 
38 s KS . r r 2 2 Takes in Lodgers 
66 w IL 0 1 ng 
32 m UT r r 2 ng 
28 m CA 0 2 Student 
71 m NY 0 f 2 2 Real Estate 
51 m lA r r 5 3 Plumber 
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76 m Ireland 0 f 2 ng 
75 m NY 0 f 3 4 Driver 
41 m NY 4 2 Dress Maker 
62 w PN r r 1 ng 

m NH 0 f 3 ng 
25 s CA r r 1 4 Drayman 
69 m NY 0 f 2 ? Capitalist 
85 w OH 0 f 1 ng 
69 m OH r r 2 ng 
65 m OH r r 2 1 Minister 
63 s ME 0 f 1 2 Nurse 
50 m England r r 2 ? Capitalist 
48 m MO r r 7 ng 
61 m NY 0 f 3 3 Carpenter 
82 m KY 0 f 2 1 Minister 
60 w CA 0 m 2 ng 
60 m OH 0 f 2 3 Plasterer 
86 w ME 0 f 1 ng 
67 w Ireland 0 f 3 ng 
50 m PN r r 4 ng 
51 w IN r r 6 ng 
50 m IN r r 6 2 R.R.Condudor 
54 m NY 0 f 5 
64 m Canada 0 f 2 ? Farmer 
40 s CA 1 ng 
58 w lA 0 f 3 ng 
47 m CA 0 f 3 4 Butcher 
29 m CA r r 3 3 Grocery Clerk 
35 m Ml r r 3 1 Physician 
41 m IN r r 4 ng 
42 w CA 0 f 2 ng 
40 m UT r r 7 3 R.R.Machinist 
78 w CT 0 f 1 ng 
69 s MA r r 1 5 DayLaborer 
51 m NY 0 f 2 1 Com. Merchant 
26 m NY r r 2 1 Lawyer 
76 m NY 0 f 2 5 DayLaborer 
60 w NY r r 1 ng 
37 m IL 0 m 4 3 House Painter 
71 m NJ 0 f 2 ? Capitalist 
70 m NY 0 f 2 3 Carpenter 
43 m CA r r 4 5 Day Laborer 
72 m VA 0 f 3 ng 
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42 m OH r r 2 4 Driver 
72 w NY r r 5 ng 
54 m PA 0 f 5 2 Public Notary 
62 w OH 0 f 1 ng 
38 m CA 0 m 5 3 Carpenter 
44 m WI r r 4 2 Real Estate 
65 m Ml 0 f 2 1 Physician 
56 w ME 0 f 3 ng 
53 m ME r r 2 3 Carpenter 
55 m Canada r r 4 1 PostMaster 
40 m IN r r 2 1 Teacher 
65 m England 0 f 2 5 Laborer 
64 m Canada 0 f 2 3 Carpenter 
59 m IN r r 6 5 Day Laborer 

0 f ng 
68 m NY r r 2 1 Minister 
75 m ME 0 f 5 ng 
41 s CA 0 f 1 ng 
73 w VT r r 2 ng 
63 m IL 0 m 2 
65 m IN 0 m 2 4 Butcher 
68 w ME 0 m 2 ng 
78 w ME 0 f 1 ng 
76 w ME 0 f 1 ng 
32 m CA r r 5 1 Engineer 
69 m DE 0 f 2 ? Capitalist 
71 MA 0 f 1 ng 
36 m CA 0 f 2 3 Carpenter 
63 w MA 0 f 1 2 Nurse 
63 w 0 f 2 ng 
31 m IL 0 f 4 3 Plumber 
70 m England 0 f 6 1 Landlord 
82 m Denmark r r 3 ng 
38 m OH 0 f 9 2 Grocery Clerk 
50 w Ireland r r 2 ng 
50 m OH 2 4 Hack Driver 
52 w NY 0 f 2 ng 
22 s CA r r 1 Student 
43 m England 0 f 5 2 Grocer 
26 m CA 5 3 House Painter 
30 m lA r r 1 1 Minister 
43 s CA r r 1 
77 m PN r r 4 ng 
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46 m England r r 5 3 Plumber 
51 m OH 0 f 6 3 Carpenter 
53 m MA 0 f 3 5 Stick Rinser 
35 m OH 0 m 7 4 Barber 
43 d MO r r 2 1 Editor 
23 s CA r r 1 5 Horseshoer 
25 m CA r r 2 4 Barber 
39 m CA r r 6 1 Civil Engineer 
56 w IL r r 5 ng 
65 w England 0 f 1 ng 
26 s Scotland r r 3 3 Baker 
62 m 0 f 3 2 Grocer 
67 m MA r r 2 2 Accountant 
54 m Canada 0 m 4 3 Carpenter 
29 m r r 3 5 Livery 
71 m NY 0 m 2 ng 
38 m England r r 3 2 Music Teacher 
56 m NY 0 f 2 3 Carpenter 
67 m NY r r 9 2 Grocer 
33 m CA 0 f 2 2 Street Peddler 
71 m NY 0 f 3 ng 
47 m MD 0 f 4 
24 m lA 0 f 2 5 Wood Yard 
37 m WI 0 f 5 3 Blacksmith 
64 w MO r r 4 ng 
29 m NY r r 4 1 Teacher 

m CA 0 m 3 5 Daylaborer 
69 w Germany 0 m 1 2 Artist 
81 w 0 f 2 ng 
51 w 0 f 3 ng 
53 m r r 2 ng 
58 m Scotland 0 f 6 
29 m PA 0 f 4 3 Engineer(Stationary) 
15 s WA r r 1 4 Barber Apprentice 
67 w Canada 0 f 1 ng 
65 w MA 0 f 3 ng 
80 m sc 0 f 2 3 White Washer 
38 m CA 0 m 3 4 Teamster 
75 w 0 f 1 ng 
61 w PA 0 f 1 ng 
38 m MN 0 f 5 3 House Painter 
33 m IL 0 m 3 2 Hotel Clerk 
65 w MA 0 f 1 ng 
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47 Canada 0 f 2 ng 
51 m Canada 0 f 2 3 Railroad Engineer 
61 w NJ 0 f 1 ng 
47 m England 0 f 5 
48 w r r 1 ng 
28 5 CA r r 1 5 Boot Black 
48 5 r r 3 

m 0 m 5 4 Teamster 
63 m vr r r 4 5 Gardener 
61 m 0 f 2 ng 
54 m NJ 0 f 10 2 Grocery Clerk 
17 w VT 0 f 3 ng 
61 m NY r r 2 4 Mill 

0 f 1 ng 
53 w NY r r 1 ng 
78 w 0 f 1 ng 

m Germany 0 m 6 
52 m 0 f 5 
56 m NY r r 4 1 Lawyer 
69 m ME 0 f 5 3 Carpenter 
59 m IL 0 f 5 1 Minister 
68 5 OH 0 f 1 ng 
72 m NY 0 f 3 2 Bookkeeper 
43 m MA 0 m 7 1 Dentist 
60 w NY 0 m 1 ng 
58 m IN 0 f 3 3 Carpenter 
71 w PA 0 f 2 ng 
69 w NH r r 1 ng 
60 5 NY 0 f 2 ng 
26 m r r 3 2 Grocery Clerk 
59 w 0 f 2 1 Teacher 
51 5 r r 3 ng 
46 m Scotland r r 6 
53 5 r r 1 ng 

r r 1 
r r 2 

43 m UT r r 2 3 ShoeMaker 
r r 2 

38 r r 1 ng 
m OH 0 f 5 

43 m Germany r r 5 21n5urance 
48 m r r 6 ng 
69 m NY 0 f 3 ng 
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65 m 0 f 2 3 Carpenter 
36 s WI 0 m 1 1 School Teacher 
58 m Germany 0 f 2 
69 r r 1 ng 
66 m 0 f 3 2 HamessMaker 
37 m IL 0 m 3 2 Grocery Clerk 
47 w NY r r 4 ng 
74 m 0 f 5 ng 

. 74 m 0 f 3 5 Drayman 
43 m 0 f 2 
52 m England 0 f 6 4 Miner 
56 m CA r r 2 ng 
47 m r r 5 2 Photographer 
87 w OH 0 f 2 ng 
43 m r r 5 4 TruckDriver 

0 f 1 5 Daylaborer 
46 m 0 f 1 ng 
67 w England r r 2 ng 
61 m Ml 0 m 5 4 Butcher 
80 w OH 0 f 1 ng 
73 w England 0 f 1 ng 
42 s NY 0 f 1 ng 

m 0 f 5 4 Barber 
29 m r r 5 1 Univ .Professor 
43 m r r 9 1 School Teacher 

r r 3 ng 
57 w 0 f 4 ng 

m r r 7 1 Language Teacher 
63 w 0 f 1 ng 
62 s 0 f 2 ng 

r r 5 ng 
r r 3 ng 

49 m 0 f 6 5 Daylaborer 
0 f 3 1 Physician 

48 m England 0 f 2 3 Carpenter 
r r 3 ng 

m 0 f 4 3 Carpenter 
w 0 f 2 ng 

0 f 1 ng 
m 0 f 2 ng 

0 m 2 ng 
0 f 3 ng 

m r r 2 3 Carpenter 
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m r r 4 
m 0 f 2 4 Dairyman 
m 0 f 2 ng 

r r 1 3 Carpenter 
w 0 f 2 ng 

75 s 0 f 1 ng 
27 m r r 3 1 School Teacher 
65 0 f 3 ng 
56 m 0 f 3 ng 
58 0 f 3 2 Watch Maker 
49 r r 2 ng 

2 
7 
3 

r r 6 
r r 12 
r r 7 3 Machinist 
0 f 1 ng 

37 m 0 f 4 2 Proprietor 
43 w Ml 0 f 3 ng 
71 w OH 0 f 1 ng 
50 w MA r r 1 3 Carpenter 
39 m IL 0 m 3 
43 d r r 6 

r r 1 ng 
m 0 f 3 ? Capitalist 
m 0 m 5 

r r 6 
m 0 f 2 ? Capitalist 

r r 1 
r r 1 

m r r 2 
0 f 2 
r r 5 
0 m 4 

m 0 f 2 
r r 2 ng 

m r r 3 5 Laborer 
m 0 f 2 ng 
m 0 f 2 3 Carpenter 

r r 1 2 BookKeeper 
m 0 m 6 3 Carpenter 
m r r 2 
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m 0 f 8 3 Carpenter 
m 0 m 5 

0 f 3 ? Capitalist 
0 f 3 ng 

m 0 f 4 

r r 2 
m r r 2 

0 f 1 ng 
m r r 3 ng 

0 f 3 ng 
m 0 f 3 ? Capitalist 

r r 3 ng 
0 f 2 ng 

57 m r r 3 ng 
0 f 3 ng 
r r 2 ng 

m r r 6 
32 s CA r r 2 5 Day Laborer 

m 0 f 2 
49 m LA 1 3 House Painter 

0 f 2 ng 
r r 2 ng 

m 0 m 8 1 Brdng Hou. Own. 
s PN r r 1 
m PN 0 f 2 ng 
m 0 f 7 
m r r 6 ng 
m r r 6 ? Farmer 
w Sweden 0 f 1 ng 
m VT 0 m 8 1 Holman Store 
m r r 4 ng 
m r r 4 ng 

r r 5 
m r r 5 

38 s PN r r 1 2 BookPeddler 
56 m NY 0 f 4 3 Carpenter 

r r 2 ng 
63 w OH r r 1 2 Real Estate 
42 m MA r r 10 1 Minister 
52 m r r 3 3 Carpenter 

m r r 2 2 Drug Clerk 
55 w 3 21nsurance 
37 s NY r r 1 2 Milliner 
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63 m MA r r 5 ng 
52 m r r 3 1 Physician 
37 s CA 0 f 1 1 Teacher 
39 s NY r r 1 1 Teacher 
26 m CA r r 4 2 Grocery Clerk 
37 m r r 2 2 R.R. Clerk 
39 s England r r 19 1 Hotel Manager 
40 m CA 0 f 6 1 DrugStoreOwner 
78 s NY 0 f 1 ng 
60 d r r 1 5 Wood Chopper 
64 w NY r r 3 ng 
73 w 0 f 1 ng 
64 w NY r r 2 ng 
80 w MD 0 f 1 ng 
60 m NY 0 f 2 ng 
39 m UT r r 4 1 WaterWorksSuper 
40 m sc r r 1 ng 
51 s OH r r 1 5 Day Laborer 

s OH r r 1 1 School Teacher 
66 m England 8 1 Superintendent 
50 m 0 f 5 1 Contractor 
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